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Abstract
The in reasing volume of yber atta ks has be ome a major problem to the Internet world. Collaborative intrusion dete tion systems an help mitigating the problem to some extent. A me hanism to design su h a system is aggregating atta k tra from
vi tim organizations and applying anomaly dete tion systems on
the aggregated data. To prote t priva y of the users, the organizations should aggregate in a se ure environment. Se ure multiparty omputation may be applied to su h a task, but the general
onsensus is that the omputation and ommuni ation overhead
of su h proto ols makes them impra ti al for aggregation of large
datasets.
In our work, we present a novel way to aggregate atta k tra
in a priva y preserving manner using the primitives of se ure
multiparty omputation. Spe i ally, we have devised a proto ol
independent algorithm that omputes fast and se ure set union
and interse tion. We implemented our algorithm in Sharemind, a
fast priva y preserving virtual omputer and support our laims
by experimental results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Human ommuni ations have been revolutionized by the advent of the Internet. Publi
and private servi e providers are in reasingly transferring their servi es online for improved
availability and onvenien e. Low startup barriers, high onsumer priva y and global outrea h of this open network have made it possible to run ompletely online businesses and
servi es.
Unfortunately, these benets have attra ted all kinds of adversaries. The number of
yber rimes are in reasing at an alarming rate. A ording to Ma Afee, " orporations
around the world fa e millions of yber-atta ks everyday" [25℄. Some of these atta ks are
or hestrated to harm a group of organizations e.g distributed network s anning. These
atta ks an be dened as multi domain atta ks. Multi domain atta ks are relatively more
organized than the single domain atta ks and often driven by politi al or ideologi al agendas.
Usually, they start by surveying the vulnerability of the networks and then mount large s ale
atta ks in the later stages. Therefore, it is important to dete t the multi domain atta ks at
the early stages to prevent further damages.
Usually, tra logs of a vi tim of multi domain atta k ontain only the partial visibility
of the atta ks. Therefore, when vi tim organizations apply intrusion dete tion system on
the lo al tra , they often fail to dierentiate between multi and single domain atta ks.
To a urately dete t multi domain atta ks, the organizations need to aggregate tra logs
ontaining atta ks samples, so that intrusion dete tion systems have the omplete pi ture
of the atta ks.
But the organizations should not engage in su h ollaboration in non-priva y preserving
environment. Non-priva y preserving aggregation of network logs reveals ru ial information about the organizations, e.g. network topology, and ru ial information about their
lients, e.g. internet usage behavior. Dis losing su h information may arise various kinds
of ompli ations su h as legal ones.
Various methods exist for priva y preserving aggregation: one way hashing, ommutative en ryption, homomorphi en ryption, se ure multiparty omputation (MPC) et . Out
of all, MPC proto ols have been unpopular for aggregation of large datasets even though it
provides a high level of priva y. MPC proto ols suer from high omputation and ommuni ation overhead, whi h make them inappli able in pro essing of large datasets.
In this proje t, we have fo used on improving the speed of performan e of MPC based
aggregation. Parti ularly, we tried to use MPC framework for fast aggregation of large
datasets. We have devised several algorithms that allow us to ompute some se ure set
operations using MPC framework within an a eptable time. Spe i ally, we have designed
priva y preserving aggregation, sorting and set redu tion algorithm that an be assembled
1
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to ompute se ure set union and interse tion of multiple data sets. The algorithms are of
generi nature. That means they an be implemented on any MPC framework provided
that the framework supports some requirements. We state these requirements in the later
dis ussions. We used these priva y preserving set operation proto ols to build our priva y
preserving anomaly dete tion system. Using the se ure set operations proto ols, we an
aggregate the atta k tra from multiple organizations.
Our priva y preserving anomaly dete tion system allows us to aggregate the atta k
tra from multiple organizations using the se ure set operation proto ols and to dete t
the multi domain atta ks using an anomaly dete tion system on the aggregated data. In our
proje t, we have hosen to use an outlier dete tion system named LOCI [31℄ as a network
anomaly dete tion system. LOCI is a density based nearest neighbor algorithm that an
be easily merged with the se ure set operation algorithms to build the priva y preserving
system.
We have implemented the building blo ks of our system to evaluate their performan e.
The priva y preserving algorithms are implemented in Sharemind [9℄, a fast priva y preserving MPC framework. We have also implemented LOCI s heme to dete t outliers from
univariate atta k features. The performan e evaluation showed that our priva y preserving
algorithms have su essfully a hieved our goal. The evaluation also helped us to hoose the
right onguration parameters for the LOCI s heme.
Rest of the report is organized as follows. In hapter two, we dis uss the ba kground
and related work of our proje t. In hapter three, we dis uss the problem formulation
and design of the solution. In hapter four, we present the performan e evaluation of our
algorithms. We on lude in hapter ve by dis ussing the a hievements and limitations of
our proje t.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
In this hapter, we dis uss the theoreti al on epts and related works ne essary to understand our proje t. Our priva y preserving multi domain anomaly dete tion system is
designed using the fun tionalities of se ure multiparty omputation (MPC). We assume
that the MPC framework is based on se ret sharing s heme and the MPC fun tionalities
are implemented using share omputing methods. Therefore, we start by dis ussing the
basi on epts of se ret sharing and se ure multiparty omputation in Se tions 2.1 and 2.2.
We have devised some generi priva y preserving algorithms to design our anomaly
dete tion system. The algorithms are portable to any MPC framework provided that the
framework supports some requirements mentioned in hapter three. In this proje t, we
implemented our s heme in the Sharemind framework [9℄. We provide a brief des ription of
the Sharemind framework in Se tion 2.3.
Our priva y preserving anomaly dete tion system needs to sort a sequen e of values.
Due to priva y onstraint, the sorting operation should not depend on the value of the
data. Sorting network is a data independent sorting model that an be easily in orporated
to our system. Hen e, we dis uss the basi on epts of sorting network and some examples
of sorting network in Se tion 2.4.
For anomaly dete tion, we have used the on ept of outlier dete tion. Parti ularly we
have used an outlier dete tion s heme named LOCI [31℄. Therefore, in Se tion 2.5 we
provide a brief dis ussion on outlier dete tion systems. Finally, we have assembled our
priva y preserving algorithms to design se ure set union and set interse tion proto ols to
aggregate multi-domain atta k data. In Se tion 2.6, we provide a brief overview of some
earlier s ienti resear hes in the area of se ure set interse tion omputation.

2.1

Homomorphic Secret Sharing

Homomorphi se ret sharing plays an important role in the proje t. Our se ure set interse tion proto ol assumes private data is in the se ret shared format and implements the
subproto ols a ordingly. In this se tion, we give a brief overview of se ret sharing s hemes
and their homomorphisms.
Se ret sharing is a useful method for prote ting the priva y of sensitive data, independently proposed by Adi Shamir [34℄ and G.R. Blakley [7℄ in 1979. In simple terms, a se ret
sharing s heme in ludes a dealer who divides a se ret value into n number of shares and
distributes them to n parties. A predened group of parti ipants of size m (m ≤ n) an
ooperate to re onstru t the shares at any given time, while ensuring that no group of less
than m an learn the se ret. This group is alled an a ess stru ture. We give a brief
3
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overview of some se ret sharing methods in the following se tion.

2.1.1

A trivial secret sharing scheme

A se ret sharing s heme is onsidered trivial when all shares are ne essary to re over the
se ret. This is also known as a (n, n) se ret sharing proto ol. A simple, yet e ient, trivial
se ret sharing s heme is given as follows. Let us assume there are n number of parties, ea h
denoted by Pi , where i = 1 . . . n. One of the parties a ts as a dealer, who holds a se ret S
from a group G, and pi ks a set of randomPnumbers si (i = 1 . . . n − 1), where ea h si is as
large as S. The dealer al ulates sn = S − si and distributes the shares by giving ea h si
to Pi . When the se ret needs to be re onstru ted, all Pi send their shares si , to the dealer
whi h adds them to obtain S . Sin e ea h share is random, they arry no information about
the se ret. An adversary annot dedu e the se ret unless it manages to orrupt all of the
parties. This s heme is, se ure but not onvenient, as it requires all parties to be present
during the re onstru tion phase.

2.1.2

Shamir’s Secret Sharing

Shamir introdu ed the on ept of se ret sharing with the s heme des ribed in [34℄. It is a
(t, n) threshold s heme, where only t out of n shares are needed to re onstru t the se ret.
Shamir's s heme is based on polynomial evaluation. Let S be a se ret from some ZP , owned
by the dealer. The dealer sele ts a random polynomial, f (x) = f0 +f1 x+f2 x2 +. . .+ft xt−1 ,
where f (0) = S . The dealer evaluates the polynomial si = f (i), and gives ea h si to a party
Pi , where i = 1 . . . n. Therefore ea h party obtains a share of the se ret.
The size of the a ess stru ture is t, whi h is same as the degree of the polynomial,
where t ≤ n. For re onstru tion of the se ret, the Lagrange interpolation formula [6℄ is
used. Given t points, (xi , yi ), i = 1 . . . t, the polynomial an be regenerated by using the
formula presented in Equation 2.1.
f (x) =

t
X
i=1

yi

t
Y

j=1,j6=i

x − xj
xi − xj

(2.1)

Thus, k parties an re reate the se ret S with Equation 2.2.
f (x) =

t
X
i=1

f (i)

t
Y

j=1,j6=i

j
j−i

(2.2)

Any party holding a share an onstru t the se ret by ollaborating with (t − 1) other
parties, whether the dealer is in luded or not. As any subset of up to (t − 1) shares does not
leak any information about the se ret, it is se ure in presen e of omputationally bounded
adversaries. This s heme is more onvenient than the trivial one, sin e the se ret an be
re onstru ted by a subset of the parties.

2.1.3

Homomorphism of Secret Sharing

A homomorphism is a stru ture preserving map between two algebrai stru tures, su h that
for every kind of manipulation of the original data, there is a orresponding manipulation of
the transformed data. In [11℄, Benaloh showed that Shamir [34℄, Blakley [7℄ and some other
se ret sharing s hemes are homomorphi for some basi operation. Based on Benaloh's
dis ussion, we dene su h homomorphi se ret sharing as follows.

2.2. SECURE MULTIPARTY COMPUTATION
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Let us assume two se rets, S and T , ea h being divided into n shares, denoted by s1 . . . sn
and t1 . . . tn . For any binary operations ⊕ and ⊗, a se ret sharing s heme is (⊕, ⊗)homomorphi , if the re onstru ted value of the shares s1 ⊗ t1 . . . sn ⊗ tn is same as the
value of S ⊕ T .
We an also dene a homomorphi se ret sharing s heme with a onstant as follows.
Let us assume a se ret S and a onstant C , where S is divided into n shares denoted
by s1 . . . sn . For any binary operations ⊕ and ⊗, a se ret sharing s heme is (⊕, ⊗)homomorphi , if the re onstru ted value of the shares s1 ⊗ C . . . sn ⊗ C is same as the
value of S ⊕ C .
The homomorphism properties of se ret sharing s hemes allows integrity preserving
operations on a se ret by omputations on the shares. Benaloh su essfully argued that it is
mu h more se ure to ex hange and ompute on the shares than to do the same on the se ret
itself, as the se ret annot be retrieved from less than t shares in (t, n) threshold s hemes.
Therefore, it is possible to e iently implement a multi party omputation proto ol with
homomorphi se ret sharing s heme su h as Shamir's.

2.2

Secure Multiparty Computation

Our priva y preserving s heme is built upon the se ure multiparty omputation (MPC)
framework. The MPC problem was initially suggested by Andrew C. Yao in 1982, in terms
of the millionaires' problem [38℄. A ording to the millionaires' problem, Ali e and Bob are
two millionaires, who are trying to nd out who is ri her, without revealing information
about their wealth. Yao proposed a two party proto ol, that solves the problem with the
given onstraints. The solution of the millionaire problem lead to a generalization to multiparty proto ols.
Based on Goldrei h's dis ussion in [20℄, we give a brief overview of the basi s of MPC
as follows. MPC is an M party ryptographi proto ol that maps M inputs to M outputs
using a random pro ess. The M inputs are lo al inputs of the parties and M outputs are
their orresponding expe ted lo al outputs. The random pro ess is the desired fun tionality
of the proto ol. The fun tionality allows distrustful parties to emulate by themselves the
behavior of some external trusted third party who omputes the out ome of the pro ess
using M inputs and returns ea h party the orresponding outputs.
To elaborate the emulation pro ess, we introdu e two distin t settings: real and ideal.
The real setting is the a tual exe ution of the proto ol, whereas the ideal setting is an
imaginary exe ution of the ideal proto ol for omputing desired fun tionality with the help
of a trusted third party. The proto ol is deemed se ure, and hen e emulates the ideal
setting, if whatever the adversaries an feasibly obtain from the real setting an also be
drawn from the ideal setting. Here, an adversary is a mali ious party, whose obje tive is
to prevent the users from a hieving their goals by orrupting a set of parties. The se urity
obje tives are preservation of priva y of the lo al input by the parties and orre tness of
the lo al output by the honest parties.
The extent of emulation of the trusted third party by the mutually distrustful parties
in MPC proto ols varies a ording to adversary and ommuni ation hannel models. Primarily, there are two main lasses of adversary models: passive and a tive. In the passive
adversary model, an adversary only gathers information from the orrupted parties without
modifying their behavior. On the other hand, in the a tive adversary model, adversaries not

6
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only read the messages, but also an modify the messages of the orrupted parties. Further,
a tive and passive adversaries an be adaptive or non-adaptive. A non-adaptive adversary
ontrols an arbitrary but xed, set of orrupted parties before exe ution of the proto ol,
whereas an adaptive adversary an hoose whi h party to orrupt during the exe ution of
the proto ol, based on the information gathered so far.
There are two basi models of ommuni ation. The rst one is a ryptographi model,
where an adversary is able to a ess all messages ex hanged between the parties, and modify messages of the orrupted parties. The se ond one is an information-theoreti model
where parties ommuni ate with ea h other over pairwise se ure hannels. A se ure hannel
prevents an adversary from reading any messages ex hanged between the honest parties,
even when the adversary is omputationally unbounded.
Some models for general se ure multi party proto ol is given as follows:
 Models for passive and a tive adversary for any number of dishonest parties, assuming
that adversary is non-adaptive, and omputationally bounded and ommuni ation
hannels are ryptographi ally se ure.
 Models for passive and a tive adversary that may ontrol only a stri t minority of the
parties, assuming that adversary is adaptive, and omputationally unbounded and
ommuni ation hannels are information theoreti ally se ure.

The models an be easily applied to a rea tive omputational model, where a high level
appli ation intera ts with the parties. The parties adaptively re eive some inputs from the
appli ation and return the orresponding outputs. The appli ation iterates this pro ess
rea tively for some time. The outputs of ea h iteration may also depend on some global
state, whi h may onsist of the inputs and outputs of previous rounds. Therefore, the
global state may be updated at ea h iteration. The state may only be partially known to
individual parties and an be maintained by themselves in a se ret sharing manner.
Some earlier proto ols following this pro ess use an unbounded number of iterations
[32℄. To a hieve e ien y, some subsequent work obtained onstant round proto ols in
some ases [5, 18, 27, 12℄. E ien y of the rea tive omputational proto oll an also be
improved by using large sized pa kets ex hanged during the exe ution of the proto ol and
optimizing the lo al omputation time. In this proje t, we are not designing our own MPC
proto ol, but merely using su h proto ols as an aggregation tool. Hen e, we will not provide
any more dis ussion and refer to [20℄ for further reading.

2.3

Sharemind

Sharemind is a se ure multi-party omputation framework designed with a strong fo us
towards speed, s alability and ease of appli ation development [9℄. Sharemind uses se ret
sharing to split ondential information among several omputing nodes denoted as miners.
The data donors do not need to trust the miners provided that the number of orrupted
miners olluding with ea h other is always less than a pres ribed threshold, t, where the
number of omputing parties, n > 3t. The framework a hieves provable se urity in semi
honest model for information theoreti ally se ure ommuni ation hannels. In pra ti e,
models with three to ve miner nodes in semi honest setting are ommon, where three
miner models are omparatively ommuni ation-e ient. As Sharemind is strongly on entrated in improving pro essing e ien y in terms of speed, urrent implementation of the
framework onsists of three miner nodes.

2.3. SHAREMIND

Figure 2.1.

7

Deployment diagram of Sharemind (adapted from [9℄).

Sharemind uses 32 bit integers as input to a hieve e ien y in lo al omputation time.
Sin e Shamir se ret sharing s heme does not work over 32 bit integers, an additive se ret
sharing s heme similar to the s heme presented in Se tion 2.1.1 is used by the framework.
Figure 2.1 depi ts the Sharemind framework. As said earlier, the framework onsists of
three miners. All se ret values provided by the data donors are shared to the miners by the
additive se ret sharing given in Equation 2.3, where ea h miner, Pi , re eives a share, si , of
a se ret s.

s1 + s2 + s3 = s mod 232

(2.3)

The Sharemind proto ols are implemented in a framework given in Figure 2.1. The
framework onsists of three omputing parties dened as miners. The miners stores the
shares of se ret values in a se ure storage. If the input values are not ondential then they
are repli ated to ea h miners in a publi ally a essible storage.
Sharemind implements its MPC fun tionality using onstant round share omputing
proto ols. The share omputing fun tions provided by the framework are addition, multipli ation and omparison operations. The miners are equipped with a runtime environment
to implement the fun tions. Priva y preserving algorithms are designed using these share
omputing operations.
During data pro essing, the shares of the se ret values are pushed to a se ure sta k and
priva y preserving algorithm is exe uted on them. Intermediate and nal result generated by
ea h instru tion of priva y preserving algorithm are also shares and stored in the same se ure
sta k. When the exe ution is over, the miners ollaborate with ea h other to re onstru t the
nal result. Sharemind provides a de lassifying fun tion for su h re onstru tion. Unless
this fun tion is expli itly invoked, the parties annot re onstru t any se ret value. The
re onstru ted result is publi ally a essible.
The share omputation fun tions are ompli ated and hen e kept hidden from the appli ation developers. A ontroller library, provided by the framework, interfa es these operations to the appli ation developers, so that they an be used without knowing their
underlying details. For e ien y reasons, ve torized operations have been added to the
framework, so that the same proto ol an be exe uted in parallel with many inputs. This
redu es the number of iteration signi antly for larger datasets.
For priva y preserving appli ation development, the framework provides a programming
environment in luding an assembly and a high level language [21℄. The framework also provides ontroller libraries for data distribution, program exe ution and performan e analysis.
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Several priva y preserving appli ation have been designed using Sharemind. A Sharemind
version of histogram omputation and frequent itemset mining appli ations is presented in
[8℄. Other appli ation examples have been suggested in [13, 35℄.

2.4

Sorting Networks

Our se ure set interse tion proto ol requires sorting of data elements with the onstraint
that sorting has to be exe uted without looking into the omparison results. This onstraint
inhibits the use of optimal omparison based sorting. A sorting network is an alternate
sorting model, that an solve the problem, while satisfying the given onstraint.
A sorting network is a data-independent sorting te hnique, where the omparison sequen e is generated in advan e and exe uted regardless of the out ome of the past omparisons. A sorting network onsists of two omponents: omparators and wires. A wire a ts
as a arrier of data element. The number of wires in a set is equal to the input size and
ea h wire is initialized to one of the input values. The omparators a t as operational units,
ea h taking a pair of wires as an input, omparing their values and writing the out ome to
the same wire pair.
We use the following denition to formally dene a omparator. Let us assume a data
sequen e of size n is represented by An = [a0 . . . an ], whose indexes are represented by the
set, J = [0 . . . n − 1]. A omparator is a mapping (i, j) : An → An , i, j ∈ J with
ai = min(ai , aj )
aj = max(ai , aj )
ak = ak for all k with k 6= i, k 6= j

A set of omparators is used to ompose a stage. This omposition, S = [(i1 , j1 )...(ik , jk )],
must be organized in su h a way that ea h ir 6= js , ir 6= is and jr 6= js . A set of omparator
stages is used to ompose a omparator network. A sorting network is a omparator network that sorts a whole input sequen e. Usually all omparators in a stage are independent.
Therefore a sorting network may be parallelized.
Figure 2.2 illustrates three examples of sorting networks: bubble sort [24℄, odd-even
transposition sort [24℄ and odd-even merge sort [4℄ for eight inputs. Figure 2.2(a) represents
a bubble sort sorting network. It onsists of { 21 · n(n − 1)} omparators and (2n − 3) stages.
Figure 2.2(b) shows odd-even transposition sort, whi h onsists of the same number of
omparators as the bubble sort but has fewer stages (n − 1). A odd-even transposition
sort ontains more omparators per stage, it is more parallelizable than bubble sort. The
algorithms are easy to implement, but suer from poor performan e in ase of large inputs.
The e ien y of a sorting network an be measured by its size, dened in terms of the
total number of omparators in the network. Both bubble sort and odd-even transposition
sort have the size O(n2 /2). The best known sorting network, alled an AKS Network [2℄,
a hieves the size, O(n log n) for n inputs, but has large linear onstants hidden behind
the O notation, whi h makes it impra ti al. Several pra ti al sorting networks exist whi h
bound the omplexity to O(n log2 n). Odd-even merge sort presented in Figure 2.2( ) is
an example of su h an algorithm. It a hieves the size n log2 n and log2 n stages. For this
reason, odd-even merge sort is both pra ti al and highly parallelizable.

2.5

Outlier Detection

Anomaly dete tion is a ru ial part of our proje t. We designed our anomaly dete tion
system by a nearest neighbor (NN) based outlier dete tion s heme. In this se tion, we give
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Figure 2.2.

Sorting Networks

Figure 2.3.

Outliers

a brief overview of nearest neighbor based outlier dete tion s hemes. We start by giving a
denition of outliers. In statisti s, an outlier is an observation that is numeri ally distant
from the rest of the data [3℄. For example, let us onsider the points in luster C1 in Figure
2.3. Ea h point represents a statisti al (bivariate) observation of some event. Point O1 is
visibly distant from all other points in the luster. Hen e, point O1 is an outlier.
We an orrelate some network anomalies (e.g. denial of servi e atta k, IP sweep) with
the outliers, as their tra patterns are signi antly dierent than that of the normal
tra . So, outlier dete tion systems an be used for anomaly dete tion. Anomaly events in
networks are sporadi and it is di ult to train a ma hine to lassify su h events orre tly.
Therefore, unsupervised learning outlier dete tion systems su h as nearest neighborhood
s hemes, are pra ti al hoi e for dete tion of anomalies.
Traditional nearest neighborhood based te hniques, su h as k th nearest neighborhood
(KNN) s heme [23℄, dete ts outlier using the distan e to the k th nearest neighbor from a
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given point. A ording to the KNN s heme, a point, p, in a dataset, D, is an outlier, if at
least T per entage of the points in D lie outside the distan e (usually Eu lidean) to the k th
nearest neighbor of the point p (k -distan e). However, if a given dataset has both sparse
and dense regions, the s heme generates ina urate results. This an be explained by Figure
2.3.
The dataset in Figure 2.3 has two regions of points marked as lusters C1 and C2. This
points are statisti al (bivariate) observations of some event. The density of C1 is sparse
and C2 is dense. There are two points, O1 and O2, whi h are potential andidate outliers.
The KNN s heme, dened above, uses the same threshold, T , to dete t outliers for both
of the lusters. It dete ts point O1 as an outlier for luster C1. On the other hand, C2 is
densely populated and there is a han e that number of points outside k -distan e of O2 are
below the threshold. Therefore, it may not dete t O2 as an outlier, despite the fa t that
O2 is in fa t an outlier for luster C2.
To alleviate this problem, Breunig et al. [10℄ have ome up with a more robust s heme:
density based nearest neighbor te hnique. This lass of outlier dete tion uses the on ept of
lo al neighborhood density. A lo al neighborhood is a ir ular area whose radius is determined by a lo al distan e, usually a fra tion of the k -distan e. Lo al neighborhood density
is the number neighbors (points) lying within the perimeter of the lo al neighborhood. Several methods exist in this lass: LOF [10℄, COF [36℄ and LOCI [31℄. These s hemes dene
a degree of being an outlier of a point, rather than dire tly onsidering a point an outlier.
Outliers are sele ted based on a ut-o threshold on the degree, whi h makes them more
robust in s enarios, su h as the one shown in Figure 2.3.
However for LOF and COF s heme, the ut-o threshold is manually sele ted, whi h is
a weakness for automati dete tion of outliers. This problem does not exist in LOCI, sin e
it uses automati data di tated ut-o threshold to determine whether a point is an outlier.
We have hosen to use the density based KNN s heme LOCI as our anomaly dete tion
system for the s heme's robustness.

2.6

Secure Set Operation

We have devised several priva y preserving subproto ols that an be assembled to design
se ure set operation proto ol, spe i ally se ure set union and interse tion proto ol. We
use these set operation proto ols to aggregate multi domain atta k tra . In this se tion,
we dis uss some earlier resear hes in this area. For our onvenien e, we divide the proto ols
into two lasses:
1. Absolutely se ure proto ols that leak minimum amount of information. These protools only dis lose the result of the set operation and nothing else. A party an only
learn information that an only be dedu ed from its input and the nal output.
2. Less se ure proto ols that may reveal some more information other than the result
of the set operation, e.g. input length of ea h party. This information may aid in
revealing private inputs.
We dis uss the following proto ols based on our lassi ation. In [1℄, Agrawal et el.
proposed a two party se ure set operation proto ol using ommutative en ryption. The
solution is easy to implement in databases and requires linear ommuni ation omplexity.
Another se ure set operation proto ol, based on additive homomorphi en ryption and
polynomial evaluation, is presented by Kissner et el. [22℄. Both of the proto ols employ
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expensive ryptographi primitives, and hen e suer from weak performan e in pro essing
large datasets.
In [16℄, Eme ki et el. a se ure set operation proto ol is dened using Shamir's se ret
sharing s heme [34℄. The proto ol repla es the trusted third party with a P2P network
for query pro essing that works on the shared values of the private input. This proto ol
gives mu h better performan e, ompared to the rst two proto ols sin e it does not use
the asymmetri ryptography. All of the above mentioned proto ols leak the size of the
input-set for ea h party, and hen e belong to the se ond lass dened above.
Naor et el. proposed a two party set operation proto ol, using oblivious transfer and
polynomial evaluation in [30℄. The parties learn only the out ome of the operation and
nothing else. Therefore, the proto ol belongs to the rst lass. Unfortunately, the proto ol
is signi antly slow ompared to the previous proto ols, whi h makes it impra ti al for
large datasets. Our set operation proto ol leaks minimum information (similar to rst
lass), while a hieving a eptable performan e for large datasets.

Chapter 3

Algorithms
3.1

Problem Statement

Multi domain network atta ks are in reasing [26℄. Su h atta ks in lude distributed denial
of servi e (DDoS), spamming and s anning atta ks to networks of multiple organizations.
Often, tra logs of a single vi tim ontain only the partial eviden e of the whole in ident.
When intrusiond dete tion system is applied on single domain tra logs, they fail to grasp
the omplete visualization of the atta k, whi h makes the dete tion result of the system
less redible in ase of multi domain atta ks. Aggregating tra logs of multiple vi tim
organizations and applying intrusion dete tion system on them, an in rease the strength
of multidomain intrusion dete tion.
Anomaly dete tion is an intrusion dete tion te hnique, in whi h deviations from normal pattern in network tra suggest mali ious behavior. So, we dene multi domain
anomaly dete tion system as an intrusion dete tion system whi h dete ts multidomain network threats by dete ting the deviation from normal pattern in aggregated tra .
Aggregation of network tra should be performed in priva y preserving manner. Traf logs ontain usage statisti s of network users, and aggregating this kind of information
openly may lead to legal problems. Se ure multi party omputation (MPC) is a ryptographi te hnique that allow information aggregation from multiple organizations with a
high degree of priva y. In this proje t, we aim to design a priva y preserving ollaborative
anomaly dete tion system, that aggregates tra logs from multiple organizations, using
a MPC proto ol, and dete ts multidomain network intrusions in the aggregated features,
using an anomaly dete tion system. We formulate our solution with a use ase. Then we
expand our design to generalize the solution.
Let us assume we want to dete t a multidomain IPsweep atta k. An IPsweep is a
surveillan e sweep to determine the a tive hosts in a network. This information is useful
for an atta ker to or hestrate atta ks and sear h for vulnerable ma hines. There are several
methods to perform an IPsweep. The most ommon method is to send ICMP e ho requests
to every usable address in a subnet and wait to see whi h hosts respond. When a remote
host performs an IPsweep in multiple subnets, then the atta k may be lassied as a multidomain sweep. The dete tion signature of an IPsweep atta k is
If a remote host probes a high number of lo al hosts in a network by ICMP pa kets within
a given period of time, then the host an be lassied as an IPsweeper.
Usually, the time period is user dened but they an be as small as ve to ten se onds.
IPsweepers generally show re ognizable abnormal patterns, and vi tim organizations an
13
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hen e easily dete t them without any ollaboration. Sometimes, atta kers hide their a tions
by mounting small s ale atta ks. In this ase, intrusion dete tion systems generally fail to
dete t the anomaly event [33℄. However, if an atta ker runs an undete table small s ale
IPsweep over multiple networks, then ounting the aggregate number of destination IP
addresses in the ICMP tra sent by the atta ker to the networks may help to reveal the
anomaly event.
Counting the frequen y of an IPsweeping host over the domains reveals how many networks have been probed. If the frequen y ount is higher than the normal ount (where
boundary between normal and abnormal is set by a threshold), the host is lassied as a
multidomain IPsweeper. We revise the previously dened dete tion signature as follows:
If a remote host has a high number of destination IP addresses in the ICMP pa kets in
a multidomain aggregated log within a dened interval and appears in multiple networks,
then the host an be lassied as a multi domain IP sweeper.
From now we will use the term frequen y ount to ree t the number appearen e of a
host in multiple networks. Implementing su h signature to dete t the atta kers requires
aggregation over multiple domains. We explain the aggregation s enario using Figure 3.1.
Let us assume, there are ve networks (A-E), that are vi tims of IPsweeping atta k. Remote
hosts sending ICMP pa kets to these networks an be divided into three lasses:
 Multi Domain Sweeper: IP sweepers whi h have s anned multiple networks. The
bold line from the multidomain sweeper to the networks represents a multidomain
sweeping event.
 Single Domain Sweeper: IP sweepers whi h have s anned one or two networks
only. The thin lines from the single domain atta kers to the networks represent single
domain sweeping events.
 Benign Hosts: Some remote normal hosts whi h sent random ICMP pa kets. The
dotted line from the benign host to the networks ree ts the random ICMP events.

The vi tim organizations want to dete t the multidomain atta kers. Therefore, they aggregate the destination and frequen y ount of ea h remote host, using a priva y preserving
MPC system. Some or all of the vi tim parties an be the omputing parties of the MPC
system, whi h means they an run the MPC proto ol by themselves. MPC system an also
be implemented by some external third parties. In this s enerio, we assume that the data
donors (the vi tims) and the omputing parties are separate entity.
The dashed ow lines from the networks to the MPC framework show the input ( ontaining the atta k features) to the MPC proto ol. The MPC proto ol aggregates the features of
the identi al IP addresses in a priva y preserving manner. Su h operation an be termed a
se ure set union operation. The bold dashed lines between the omputing parties (P1-P3)
in the MPC framework ree ts the message ow in the set union omputation. After the
aggregation, the output is fed into an anomaly dete tion system. The thin line between the
MPC framework and anomaly dete tion system shows su h event. The anomaly dete tion
system is exe uted in publi . The reason is given in the following dis ussion:
A MPC proto ol is suitable for simple priva y preserving data mining and ounting
operations. It is possible to implement simple anomaly dete tion systems (e.g k th nearest
neighborhood s heme [23℄) in MPC frameworks. But this approa h is not s alable. Implementing s alable anomaly dete tion systems, su h as LOCI [31℄, in MPC framework is very
di ult, and even if it is done, will give poor performan e in terms of speed.
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A s enerio for priva y preserving anomaly dete tion

We have designed our priva y preserving ollaborative anomaly dete tion system using
the two omponents: a MPC framework and an anomaly dete tion algorithm. We explain
the design strategy in the next se tion.

3.2

Solution Formulation

As we said, our target is to build a se ure ollaborative intrusion dete tion system using a
MPC framework and an anomaly dete tion algorithm. We skipped onstru ting our own
MPC proto ol. Rather, we design a generi algorithm, that an be exe uted using any
se ret sharing based MPC proto ol. As for the anomaly dete tion system, we use a nearest
neighbor based outlier dete tion algorithm, alled LOCI. We build our system using the
following s heme:
1. We perform a priva y preserving set union omputation on the private multi-domain
input, using a MPC based generi algorithm. The multi-domain input is a multiset
formed by merging lo al inputs from ea h party, onsisting of series of IP addresses,
their destination, and frequen y ounts. This operation aggregates destination and
frequen y ount of identi al andidates in a priva y preserving manner.
2. We publish the aggregated destination ounts of the union-set. We dete t IPsweepers in a non-priva y preserving environment, by applying the LOCI s heme to the
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published ounts.
3. Using the list of dete ted sweepers from step 2 and a user dened threshold, we
perform a set redu tion operation (explained later) in priva y preserving manner on
the private union-set (obtained from step 1) by the MPC proto ol, to obtain a list of
possible multidomain IP sweepers.

The threshold in step 3 ree ts the minimum appearan e ount for a multi domain
atta ker. If the value of the threshold is equal to the number of vi tim organizations, the
threshold based set redu tion operation an be redu ed to a set interse tion operation.
Thus, we are a tually using a variant of a set interse tion operation for network anomaly
dete tion.
As outlined in the s heme, we need two generi MPC based algorithms: one for set union
and one for set redu tion. We dene some se ure set operations based on Kissner and Song
[22℄ before des ribing the algorithms. We assume there are n parties, ea h having an input
set denoted by Si (1 ≥ i ≥ N ). Elements in the sets are private values of some ommon
attributes.
Se ure Set Union: Se ure set union is a multi party operation, whi h at the end allows
all parties to learn the multiset union of the private sets (S1 ∪ S2 ∪ ... ∪ SN ), without gaining
additional information.
Se ure Set Interse tion: Se ure set interse tion is a multi party operation, whi h at
the end allows all parties to learn the multiset interse tion of the private sets (S1 ∩ S2 ∩ ... ∩
SN ), without gaining additional information.
Se ure Over-threshold Set Union: Se ure over-threshold set union is a variant of
the se ure Set Interse tion operation, whi h at the end allows all parties to learn elements
that appear in the multiset union of the private sets (S1 ∪ S2 ∪ ... ∪ SN ) at least t (a threshold
number) times, without gaining additional information.

Therefore, the priva y preserving generi algorithms we need to develop are: se ure set
union and se ure over-threshold set union. If the threshold in a priva y preserving overthreshold set union is equal to the number of parties, then the operation an be redu ed to
se ure set interse tion. Therefore, we use the term se ure set interse tion instead of se ure
over-threshold set union from now on.
We restate this s heme as Algorithm 3.2.1. To understand the notational onvention
and other related issues of this algorithm in detail, refer to the dis ussion in Se tion 3.4.

Algorithm 3.2.1:

Priva y Preserving Anomaly Dete tion(kDk)

1. kAk ← SecureSetU nion(kDk)
2. C ← P ublishCount(kAk)
3. O ← LOCI(C)
4. kF k ← SecureSetIntersection(kAk, O, t)
5. output (kF k)

3.2. SOLUTION FORMULATION
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Here, kDk is a private multiset formed by merging the private lo al inputs from ea h
party. kDk is represented by a two dimensional array of 3 olumns and N rows. Ea h row
onsists of an IP address, its destination and frequen y ount. kDk is fed into the fun tion
dened in step 1 to ompute priva y preserving a set union. The fun tion aggregates the
destination and frequen y ounts of the identi al IP addresses, whi h are stored in the
private ve tor kAk. In step 2, the olumn onsisting of the aggregated destination ounts
is published in the publi environment. In step 3, an anomaly dete tion s heme based on
LOCI is applied to the published ount. The fun tion al ulates openly and exposes the
dete ted atta kers (O).
In step 4, we performs priva y preserving set redu tion operation on the union-set kAk
based on the outlier list O and predened threshold T . The output is stored in private ve tor
kF k, whi h is our desired multi-domain sweeper (outlier) list. If T is equal to the number
of vi tim organizations, then the set redu tion operation an also be termed a se ure set
interse tion. This means, when T is equal to the number of vi tim parties, the dete ted
atta ker performed IPsweeping in all of the networks. The nal step, de lassies the private
result kF k in a publi environment. We will state our priva y goals for our proje t in the
next se tion.

3.2.1

Privacy and Performance Goals

We will start by dis ussing our priva y goals. Our priva y preserving algorithms are generi
and their priva y guarantees strongly depend on the MPC framework over whi h they are
implemented. Therefore, unless the framework leaks information during omputation, the
priva y of the inputs are preserved. The only priva y on ern for our s heme is whether
the output of ea h step (steps of Algorithm 3.2.1) leaks sensitive information.
A ording to our previous dis ussion, we are aggregating a list 3-tuples: IP Address,
Destination Count and Frequen y Count. Our target is to aggregate the list and then apply
anomaly dete tion system on the aggregated value. It would be ideal, if our s heme allows
the omputing parties to learn only the IP address and other attributes of the multidomain
atta kers and nothing else. Sin e our anomaly dete tion s heme is exe uted in non-priva y
preserving manner, su h priva y assuran e is not possible, as a non-priva y preserving
anomaly dete tion system needs to use aggregated ounts (e.g. destination ount) in publi
environment. But, even if the aggregated ounts are published, they do not brea h priva y of
the lients or networks, unless the asso iated IP addresses are dis losed. In that perspe tive,
we an state our following priva y goals of our s heme:
1. The s heme should not expli itly dis lose any host IP address at the beginning or
intermediate stages of the omputation.
2. The s heme should not leak any information that may aid in dis losing the IP address
of the hosts.
3. The s heme should only dis lose the IP address of the dete ted multidomain atta ker
as the nal result.
If our s heme satises the above mentioned goals then we an say that priva y goal is
a hieved. We give a detailed des ription of ea h step of Algorithm 3.2.1 in the following
dis ussion. We start our dis ussion with the LOCI algorithm.
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3.3

Outlier Detection by LOCI

LOCI is a density based nearest neighbor s heme for outlier dete tion, where it uses the
on ept of lo al neighborhood density for outlier dete tion. As said earlier, lo al neighborhood is a ir ular area. The radius of the ir le is dened by a fra tion of the distan e
(usually eu lidean) to the k nearest neighbor. Lo al neighborhood density is dened by the
number of neighbors within in the perimeter of the ir le.
Like other density based s hemes [10, 36℄, LOCI uses a term to dene lo al neighborhood density - Multi-granularity deviation fa tor (MDEF). MDEF is dened as the relative
deviation of lo al neighborhood density of a point from the average lo al neighborhood
density in its k -neighborhood. Here, the k -neighborhood is a ir le with radius k (distan e
to the k -nearest neighbor from the point). The lo al neighborhood is a smaller ir le within
the k -neighborhood having the radius αk (a fra tion of the k -distan e). Here, α is a user
dened onstant term that determines the fra tion of k -distan e.
If the lo al neighborhood of a point is loser to the average lo al neighborhood density,
then its MDEF is loser to zero, and far from zero otherwise. Therefore, a small MDEF
value ree ts a smaller degree of outlierness, whereas a big MDEF value ree ts a higher
degree. We explain the formulation of the LOCI s heme with a s enerio (given in gure
3.1) in the following dis ussion. We start by formulating the MDEF.
M DEF =

n
|µ − n|
=1−
µ
µ

(3.1)

where, n = lo al neighborhood density of a point
µ = average lo al neighborhood density of the K-neighborhood of a point
The s heme also introdu es a term alled normalized standard deviation, denoted by
σMDEF :
σ
σMDEF =
µ

(3.2)

where,σ = standard deviation of the lo al neighborhood densities in the k-neighborhood of
a point
µ = average lo al neighborhood density of the K-neighborhood of a point
To automati ally ag a point as an outlier, we use the inequality shown in equation 3.3.
M DEF > λ · σMDEF

(3.3)

Here, λ is a onstant to ree t the extent of deviation. Interestingly, equation 3.3 an
be simplied easily. Using equation 3.1 on the left hand side and 3.2 on the right hand side
of the equation 3.3, we get,
σ
|µ − n|
>λ·
µ
µ
⇒ |µ − n| > λ · σ

(3.4)

Equation 3.4 ree ts the lassi al denition of outliers presented in [14℄, whi h states,
"an observation is an outlier if it is three standard deviation from its mean". Therefore,
the LOCI s heme utilizes the lassi al denition of outliers in the ontext of the lo al
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An outlier dete tion s enario

neighborhood density. Using the above denition and equation 3.4, we an set λ to three
(whi h is same as [31℄ suggested).
We illustrate how the LOCI s heme ags a point as an outlier in the s enario explained
by gure 3.2. We want to nd out whether a point, denoted by P, is outlier. Points in
the k-neighborhood of P are p1, p2, p3 and P itself. The smaller ir les around the points
denote lo al neighborhoods. Lo al neighborhood densities ofqthe points are 1, 2, 5 and 4, re2

2

2

2

+(4−3)
= 3 and σ = (1−3) +(2−3) +(5−3)
=
spe tively. Now we have, n = 1, µ = 1+2+5+4
4
µ
1.12. Applying equation 3.4 to these values, we nd out that point P is not an outlier.
But the LOCI s heme presented in equation 3.4 has a problem. Mean and standard
deviation are not robust statisti s for outlier dete tion, as they are strongly inuen ed by
the same outliers they are trying to dete t. This is known as the masking ae t, where the
outliers hide their presen e by hanging the mean and standard deviation to su h degree
that they be ome undete table [14℄.
One workaround to handle the masking problem is to hoose a smaller value of λ ( urrently set to 3), the onstant to ree t the extent of the deviation. Another way is hoosing
an alternate set of statisti s that are less vulnerable to extreme values. The median and
median absolute deviation (MAD) are su h fun tions [37℄. If we repla e mean by median
and standard deviation in equation 3.4 by MAD, we arrive at 3.5. However we annot use
the same value for λ (= 3). In su h ase, Davies and Gather mentioned in [14℄ to set λ = 5.2
as a general all purpose value.

median − n > λ · M AD

(3.5)

Unfortunately, both of the solutions to minimize the masking problem have drawba ks.
While they try to improve the su ess rate by in reasing the number of true positives,
they in rease the number of false positives as well. In fa t, hoosing a right value for the
onguration parameters for outlier dete tion is always a trade o between the true positive
and false positive ratio. Therefore, dierent versions of LOCI is tried in this work, to pi k
the right s heme for our anomaly dete tor in hapter four.

3.4

Important Preliminaries for Privacy Preserving Algorithms

Let us begin by dis ussing some fundamental issues of priva y preserving algorithms.
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Setup

We assume there is a MPC proto ol and some omputing parties. Ea h party ontains
some libraries to exe ute the MPC fun tionality (e.g. arithmeti and relational operation)
and a se ure data storage. Priva y of the input is preserved by se ret sharing, and hen e
MPC fun tionalities are implemented by homomorphi share omputing proto ols. Data
sour es apply a ommon se ret sharing algorithm on their input and distribute the shares
to the omputing parties. Data analysis algorithms are built using the MPC fun tionality
and repli ated to ea h party.
We assume the MPC proto ol exe utes the algorithms in a onstant number of rounds.
In ea h round, the algorithm operates over some input shares and generates output shares
that an be ombined to form a result. The MPC proto ol may ex hange messages between
the parties after ea h round, if the MPC fun tionality requires shares from other parties
(e.g. multipli ation operation [19, 15℄). The ex hange of the shares is performed in su h
a manner that no party an use the share to derive unauthorized knowledge. Without
expli it dis losure, output shares are not re ombined, and hen e priva y is preserved. The
algorithms use some publi values, e.g. iteration limit and threshold value. Finally, we
assume that the MPC framework supports ve torization of mathemati al and relational
operations (element wise operation over the whole array).

3.4.2

Notational Convention

Following onventions are used. All private values (se ret shared inputs and the output
shares generated from them) are en losed within parallel lines, whereas the publi ounterparts are represented as it is. Variables are represented by lower ase and arrays by
upper ase letters. For example, kbk is a variable in se ret shared form, kBk is an array in
se ret shared form and is a publi variable.
The indexing operator (′ [..]′ ) is used to sele t rows, olumns or elements of an array.
Array indexing starts from 1. For example, kBk[1℄ means 1st element of the one dimensional
private array B and C[1,2℄ represents an element from the 1st olumn and 2nd row of two
dimensional publi array C. A wild ard symbol is used to sele t all values in a row or a
olumn. For example, kDk[5,*℄ means the 5th olumn of private array D and kBk[*,1℄ means
the 1st row of private array B.
Let us dene operations over all elements in an array as ve tor operations. Ve tor
operations are done element wise, unless otherwise spe ied. For example, kBk · kDk is
element wise multipli ation of private ve tor, B and D. In some ases, a subset of private
values are needed. This is represented as: kDk[i:j℄, whi h is a subarray formed by the items
from i to j of private ve tor D.

3.4.3

Oblivious Operations

Performing set union and interse tion requires multiple numbers of omparison between
the set elements. The se re y requirements pre lude us from using well known bran hing
operation, su h as:
If (predi ate) Then
( onsequent)
Else
(alternative)
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There is an alternate and more e ient way to implement bran hing, using the boolean
value generated by the omparison operation, whi h we all an oblivious operation. The
following statement implements an oblivious way of determining the maximum of two numbers.
max = a · (a ≥ b) + b · (1 − (a ≥ b))

This statement evaluates (a ≥ b), and based on the evaluation, it either assigns a to
max (if evaluation is TRUE) or assigns b to max (if evaluation is FALSE). If the evaluation
result is priva y preserved (se ret shared), then no party learns who is greater and what is
assigned to max. We implement bran hing operations, using su h oblivious operations, to
design our priva y preserving algorithms.

3.4.4

Data Structure

Let us dene the data stru ture of the input values. The input set from ea h data sour e
ontains a series of 3-tuples: {IP , Count, F req}. The 1st tuple is the IP address of the
remote host, the 2nd element is the feature ount (e.g. destination ount) of the remote
host and the 3rd element is the frequen y ount of the remote host (potential atta ker) in
the set. Initially, the frequen y ount for ea h host is set to 1. The size of the input set
may vary from one sour e to another. We set this length to a xed size, so that none of
the omputing parties in the MPC proto ol an learn about the input length from any data
sour e. In ase the number of remote hosts are less than the xed length, empty slots is
lled with dummy private IP addresses with zero ount and frequen y. The range of private
IP addresses should be dierent for dierent domains.
When all of the sour es have provided their input set to a data storage of the MPC
proto ol, the omputing parties see a merged set of size N (= n1 + . . . + nm , where the
number of data sour es are m). We all this merged set the multiset kDk, represented by
a 2 dimensional array of N rows and 3 olumns. The set operation algorithms use this
multiset to generate the desired output.

3.5

Privacy Preserving Algorithms

We need two priva y preserving algorithms: se ure set union and se ure set interse tion. To
implement su h s hemes we need several subproto ols. In this se tion, we dis uss the formulation of the algorithms using the subproto ols and s hemes, to implement the subproto ols.
We start by formulating the se ure set union and interse tion algorithms.

3.5.1

Secure Set Union Algorithm

In our problem statement, we dis ussed that the se ure set union is the aggregation of
attributes of ommon elements in a multiset, without ompromising the priva y of the
input values. As private inputs are se ret (represented in se ret shared form) and the
omputation results on input values are also se ret, we annot implement a straightforward
ompare and aggregate method. We resorted to a novel method of oblivious aggregation as
presented in Algorithm 3.5.1.
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(a) Party A
IP Cnt Freq
IP1
10
1
IP2
20
1
IP3
30
1
IP4
40
1
Table 3.1.

(a) Input Multiset
IP Cnt Freq
IP1
10
1
IP2
20
1
IP3
30
1
IP4
40
1
IP3
10
1
IP4
20
1
IP5
30
1
IP6
40
1
Table 3.2.

(b) Party B
IP Cnt Freq
IP3
10
1
IP4
20
1
IP5
30
1
IP6
40
1

Input from party A and B

(b) After step 1
IP Cnt Freq
IP1
10
1
IP2
20
1
IP3
40
2
IP4
60
2
IP3
0
0
IP4
0
0
IP5
30
1
IP6
40
1

( ) After step 2
IP Cnt Freq
IP3
0
0
IP4
0
0
IP1
10
1
IP2
20
1
IP5
50
1
IP6
60
1
IP3
40
2
IP4
60
2

(d) After step 4
IP Cnt Freq
IP1
10
1
IP2
20
1
IP5
50
1
IP6
60
1
IP3
40
2
IP4
60
2

An example of se ure set union using Algorithm 3.5.1 and Table 3.1

Algorithm 3.5.1:

Se ureSetUnion(kDk)

omment: kDk is a private multiset input
1. kDk ← ObliviousAggregate(kDk)
2. kDk ← ObliviousSort(kDk)
3. kDk ← SecureSetReduction(kDk, t)
return (kDk)

We explain ea h step of the Algorithm 3.5.1 with a simple example. Let us assume there
are two parties, A and B, who want to perform a se ure set union on their tra to dete t
anomalies. Input from ea h party ontains 4 rows (see Table 3.1), whi h are merged by
the MPC proto ol as Table 3.2(a), assuming all of the values are a tually stored in se ret
shared form. The se ure set union fun tion takes the merged table (=kDk) as an input.
In the rst step, the algorithm obliviously aggregates attributes ( ount and frequen y
in this ase) of identi al IP addresses. The aggregated values are assigned to the rst row
from the rows with identi al IP addresses, while the attributes of the rest of the rows are
zeroed. The output of this step is presented in Table 3.2(b). In the se ond step, the rows
are sorted obliviously in as ending order, a ording to the frequen y ount. After this step,
IP addresses with zeroed attributes are pushed to the top of the list, while rest of the rows
are pla ed after them in a sorted manner. This is shown in Table 3.2( ). Finally, rows with
zeroed attributes are removed. This is done by ounting the number of rows with zeroed
attributes and then removing the orresponding number of times. The output of this step
is given Table 3.2(d).
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(a)
IP
IP1
IP2
IP5
IP6
IP3
IP4

Union-set
Cnt Freq
10
1
20
1
50
1
60
1
40
2
60
2
Table 3.3.

3.5.2

(b) Outliers
Index
3
4
5
6
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( ) After step 1
IP Cnt Freq

(d) After step 2
IP Cnt Freq

IP5
IP6
IP3
IP4

IP3
IP4

50
60
40
60

1
1
2
2

40
60

2
2

An example of se ure set interse tion using Algorithm 3.5.2

Secure Set Intersection Algorithm

The se ure set interse tion algorithm dete ts the atta kers that are found in some or all of
the domains. This is a hieved by performing a se ure set redu tion twi e over the unionset obtained from the se ure set union algorithm. The set redu tion fun tion in step 1, is
an indexed set redu tion operation, whi h is performed based on the output the anomaly
dete tion system. This operation isolates the possible atta kers. The fun tion in step 2,
is a se ure threshold based set redu tion operation, where the threshold value ree ts the
boundary of single domain and multidomain sweepers. This redu tion rules out the single
domain atta kers. The s heme is given in Algorithm 3.5.2.

Algorithm 3.5.2:

Se ureSetInterse tion(kDk, O, t)

omment: kDk is a private union-set, O list of index of outliers, t is a threshold
1. kDk ← IndexedSetReduction(kDk, O)
2. kDk ← SecureSetReduction(kDk, t)
return (kDk)

We give a simple demonstration of this algorithm using the input from Table 3.1. Let
us assume a union-set has been omputed by Algorithm 3.5.1 and the result is given in
Table 3.3(a) (whi h is same as 3.2(d)). Using the destination ounts of this union-set, the
outlier dete tor dete ted some outliers, the index of whi h is given in Table 3.3 (b). In the
rst step, the s heme deleted all the elements whose indexes are not in the outlier list. The
result of this step is shown in Table 3.3( ). In the nal step, the output from the previous
step is redu ed based on a threshold t, whi h is set to 2, in this example. The output is
given in Table 3.3(d). This is our desired list of multidomain sweepers, whi h probed in
networks of both Parties A and B. Now, we explain the subproto ols ne essary to implement
Algorithms 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.

3.5.3

Oblivious Aggregation

We start with the rst subproto ol in the se ure set union: Oblivious Aggregation. The obje tive of this algorithm is to aggregate features of identi al elements in a priva y preserving
manner. We designed a novel oblivious aggregation method, given in Algorithm 3.5.3.
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Algorithm 3.5.3:

ObliviousAggregate(kDk)

omment: kDk is a seqeuen e of 3-tuples: {IP, ount, frequen y}
1. n ← length(kDk)
2. for i ← 1 to n
3. for j ← 1 to n
4.
kip1 k, kip2 k ← kDk[1, j], kDk[1, j + 1]
5.
kcnt1 k, kcnt2 k ← kDk[2, j], kDk[2, j + 1]
6.
kck ← (kip1 k == kip2 k)
7.
kDk[2, i] ← (kcnt1 k + kcnt2 k) · kck + kcnt1 k · (1 − kck)
8.
kDk[2, j] ← |cnt2 k · (1 − kck)
return (kDk)

The key lines in Algorithm 3.5.3 are steps 6 to 8, whi h implement the oblivious aggregation. Here, kDk is the multiset input, where IPs are pla ed in olumn 1, ounts are
pla ed in olumn 2 and frequen ies are pla ed in olumn 3. In step 6, we he k equality
of two IP addresses and store the result in the private boolean variable kck. Step 7 and 8
implement oblivious aggregation based on this value.
Step 7 is formulated in su h a manner, that based on the value of kck (1 or 0), it makes
one part of the statement (either kcnt1 k + kcnt2 k or kcnt1 k) zero. If two IP addresses are
equal, then kck is 1, and the right part of step 8 ( kcnt1 k) be zero, as it be multiplied with
(1 − kck = 1 − 1 =) 0. Therefore, kDk[2, i] is assigned the value: kcnt1 k + kcnt2 k, whi h
is the aggregated destination ount of two identi al IPs. Similarly, in step 8, kDk[2, i] is
assigned the value: kcnt2 k − kcnt2 k, whi h is zero. On the other hand, if kck = 0, then
kDk[2, i] is assigned kcnt1 k and kDk[2, j] is assigned kcnt2 k. This means, when two IP
addresses are not equal, their respe tive destination ount does not hange.
After a omplete iteration, we get an output as Table 3.2(b) for input as Table 3.2(a).
This s heme is very slow sin e it ontains N 2 omparisons and 8 · N 2 multipli ations for
N re ordsets. Multipli ation and omparison in MPC requires multiple rounds of lo al
omputation and message ex hanges, and is expensive in terms of exe ution time. So,
implementing su h a high number of expensive operations denitely gives poor performan e.
An easy solution to the problem is a omplete ve torization of Algorithm [9℄. Ve torization is a spe ial ase of parallelization, in whi h programs that by default perform
one operation at a time on a single thread are modied to perform multiple operations
simultaneously. This gives signi ant performan e enhan ement, even in urrent onventional omputers. As we assumed our hosen MPC proto ol to have ve torized versions of
all mathemati al and relational operations, we an design ve torized oblivious aggregation
algorithms. Ve torized appli ations allow sending bigger hunks of messages during the
proto ol exe ution, whi h redu es the number of messages ex hanged during the MPC proto ol exe ution. Goldrei h has pointed the issue of improving performan e through bigger
messages in [20℄. That is why, we believe ve torization improves the exe ution speed of our
algorithm signi antly. Algorithm 3.5.4 presents a novel ve torized oblivious aggregation
algorithm.
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(a) Input Multiset
IP
Cnt

IP

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6

10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40

Table 3.4.

(b) Iteration 3 of Algorithm 3.5.4
I
C
Cnt
A
Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7-8
IP3
0
10
0
IP3
0
20
0
IP3
1
40
0
IP3
0
40
0
IP3
1
10
10
IP3
0
20
0
IP3
0
30
0
IP3
0
40
0
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Cnt
Step 9
10
20
40
40
0
20
30
40

An iteration of ve torized oblivious aggregation by Algorithm 3.5.4

Algorithm 3.5.4:

ObliviousAggregate(kDk)

omment: kDk is a seqeuen e of 3-tuples: {IP, ount, frequen y}
1. n ← length(kDk)
2. kIP k, kCN T k ← kDk[1, ∗], kDk[2, ∗]
3. for i ← 1 to n
4. kIk ← kIP k[1]
5. kCk ← (kIP k == kIk)
6. kCN T k[i], ← colSum(kCN T Sk · kCk)
7. kAk ← kCN T k · kCk
8. kAk[i] ← 0
9. kCN T k ← kCN T k − kAk
10.kDk[2, ∗] ← kCN T k
return (kDk)

The algorithm works with the same input as Algorithm 3.5.3, and the key on ept is
similar. If an IP address is identi al to some other IP address in the list, then their feature
ounts are aggregated, othewise the feature ounts are left as it is. We explain the steps of
Algorithm 3.5.4 with a omplete iteration. The input set is presented in Table 3.4(a). We
observe the step by step exe ution of iteration number 3 in example.
In this iteration, the third IP address (IP3) is dupli ated for element wise omparison
(step 4). The output of this step is given in the 2nd olumn of Table 3.4(b). In step 5, we
ompare the IP ve tor and the dupli ated ve tor, where the omparison generates a ve tor
of zero (where elements are not equal) and one (where elements are equal). Observe the
output of this step in the 3rd olumn of Table 3.4(b). By taking an element wise produ t
of the resultant ve tor with the pa ket ount and taking sum over the produ t ve tor, we
obtain the aggregated pa ket ount for IP3. The aggregated ount is opied to the urrent
index. This is shown in the 4th olumn of Table 3.4(b).
As the iteration overs all of the IP addresses, o urren e of the IP3 in further iterations
is ae ted by this aggregated value. To keep only one orre t instan e of the aggregated
value, we reate a temporary ve tor kAk, where the ounts are zeroed for the urrent index
and indexes whose IP does not mat h with the urrent IP. This is shown in the 5th olumn
of Table 3.4(b). By subtra ting the temporary ve tor kAk with the a tual ve tors kCN T k,
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we obtain the desired ve tors for ea h iteration. The output is given in the last olumn of
Table 3.4(b).
Algorithms 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 only show how to aggregate the destination ount. We an
perform frequen y ount aggregation as well with some minor adjustments. Both algorithms
use n2 omparisons for aggregation, but the latter exe utes n omparisons in parallel, whi h
in our opinion improves the speed of exe ution. We have veried our assumption about the
performan e improvement in hapter four.

3.5.4

Oblivious Sorting

From the oblivious aggregation, we obtain our desired aggregated values with some residues
(nullied values). To obtain se ure set union, we need to get rid of the residues. An easy
way to eliminate null values is pushing the null values to the top, and then simply popping
them. Pushing the null values to the top of a list an be a hieved by sorting the values in
as ending order.
Implementing sorting in MPC proto ols is ompli ated be ause of the priva y onstraints. Sin e we are not allowed to see the results of the omparisons, optimal omparison
based sorting annot be applied. An alternate way to sort a list is using a sorting network,
as dis ussed in Se tion 2.4. Sorting networks have two important attributes:
1. A sorting network is data independent. It only depends on the input size. So, the
omparison sequen e an be generated in advan e.
2. Comparisons an be divided into multiple rounds, where all of the omparisons in one
round an be exe uted in parallel.
This rst attribute makes sorting networks a perfe t hoi e to implement sorting on MPC
platforms. The se ond attribute allows them to be ve torized for performan e speedup. To
implement a sorting network in MPC, we need an oblivious swapping te hnique su h as:
c = (a ≥ b)
a = a · (1 − c) + b · c
b = b · (1 − c) + a · c

This is a novel approa h to perform swapping operation between two elements. Algorithm 3.5.5 shows a simple implementation of Bubble sorting network, using the novel
oblivious swapping. Ea h inner iteration moves the lowest value to the last position. The
remaining n − 1 elements are sorted iteratively by applying the same pro edure.
Now, this algorithm suers from two problems. The algorithm uses n2 /2 omparisons
and onsists of 2n − 3 stages. Hen e, it is very ine ient for large datasets, and annot
be parallelized to improve the performan e. To e iently implement sorting operation, we
need a sorting network that an be ve torized. Odd-even transposition sorting, dis ussed in
hapter 2.4, is su h a network. It uses a similar number of omparisons, but has fewer stages
(n − 1). We an implement a ve torized odd-even merge sort by exe uting the omparisons
in a single stage in parallel.
Algorithm 3.5.6 gives a ve torized implementation of a odd-even transposition sorting
network. It has n/2 iterations, where ea h iteration onsists of two stages. In the rst stage,
n/2 omparisons are exe uted in parallel, while in the se ond stage, (n − 2)/2 omparisons
are exe uted in parallel. We use a small example to demonstrate the algorithm. Let us
assume we have a private list of four values, kLk = {40, 30, 20, 10} and we want to sort it
in as ending order, using Algorithm 3.5.6. A ording to the s heme, we need two iterations
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with two stages for the given list. As we said earlier, we an generate the omparison
sequen e (per stage) in advan e, as is given below.

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Stage 1: (1,2),(3,4)
Stage 2: (2,3)
Stage 1: (1,2),(3,4)
Stage 2: (2,3)

Algorithm 3.5.5:

ObliviousSorting(kLk)

omment: Bubble Sorting Network
omment: kLk is a 1d array of private values
1. n ← length(kLk)
2. for i ← n to 1
3. for j ← 1 to i − 1
4.
kak, kbk ← kLk[j], kLk[j + 1]
5.
kck ← (kak ≥ kbk)
6.
kLk[1, j] ← kak · (1 − kck) + kbk · kck
7.
kLk[1, j + 1] ← kbk · (1 − kck) + kak · kck
return (kLk)

Observe that iterations 1 and 2 are identi al. In fa t, ea h iteration generates identi al
omparison sequen es for the input size. As shown in list mentioned above, ea h pair of
indi es, en losed by bra kets in ea h stage, is ompared with ea h other in parallel. The
parallel pairwise omparison is implemented with the help of a temporary ve tor, kOk (Table
3.5(a)). kOk is ompared with ve tor kLk and the omparison result is stored in a boolean
ve tor, kCk (step 5). The value of kCk is modied a bit (step 6-7). Observe the value of
kCk in Table 3.5(a) after modi ation. Ve torized oblivious sorting is implemented in step
8, using a ve torized version of the oblivious swapping s heme des ribed earlier. The result
of this step is given in the 4th olumn of Table 3.5(a).
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(a) Stage 1 Iteration 1
kOk
kCk
kLk
Step 4 Step 7 Step 8
40
30
1
30
30
40
1
40
20
10
1
10
10
20
1
20
( ) Stage 1 Iteration 2
kLk
kOk
kCk
kLk
Step 4 Step 7 Step 8
30
10
1
10
10
30
1
30
40
20
1
20
20
40
1
40
kLk

Table 3.5.

Algorithm 3.5.6:

kM k

40
10
kM k

30
20
-

(b) Stage 2 Iteration 1
kP k
kDk
kM k
Step 12 Step 15 Step 16
10
1
10
40
1
40
(d) Stage 2 Iteration 2
kP k
kDk
kM k
Step 12 Step 15 Step 16
20
1
20
30
1
30
-

kLk
Step 17
30
10
40
20
kLk
Step 17
10
20
30
40

Oblivious sorting by Algorithm 3.5.6

Oblivious Sorting(kLk)

omment: Ve torized Odd-even transposition sorting network
omment: kLk is a 1d array of private values
1. n ← length(kLk)
2. for i ← 1 to n/2
3. for i ← 1 to n/2 Step by 2
4.
kOk[i], kOk[i + 1] ← kLk[i + 1], kLk[i]
5. kCk ← (kLk >= kOk)
6. for i ← 1 to n Step by 2
7.
kCk[i + 1] ← kCk[i]
8. kLk ← kLk · (1 − kCk) + kCk · kOk
9. kmk ← n − 2
10. kM k ← kLk[i + 1 : n − 1]
11. for i ← 1 to m/2 Step by 2
12.
kP k[i], kP k[i + 1] ← kM k[i + 1], kM k[i]
13. kDk ← (kM k >= kP k)
14. for i ← 1 to m Step by 2
15.
kDk[i + 1] ← kDk[i]
16. kM k ← kM k · (1 − kDk) + kDk · kP k
17. kLk[1 : N − 1] ← kM k
return (kLk)

Stage 2 operations are similar (Table 3.5(b)) and implemented on a subarray of kLk,
whi h is formed by removing the top and bottom element. The subarray is denoted by
kM k. The omplete sorted list is obtained after all the iterations. Pro essing of ea h stage
of ea h iteration is given in Table 3.5(a), (b), ( ) and (d)).
Both of the algorithms mentioned above are derived from the s hemes with O(n2 ) omplexity [24℄. This is a major drawba k. We need a parallelizable network that has lower
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omplexity. Odd-even merge sort is su h a network. Odd-even merge sort is a variant of
the merge sort algorithm that merges two sorted equal length sequen e into a ompletely
sorted sequen e. Its omplexity is O(n log2 n), whi h means we have to exe ute fewer omparisons. It uses log2 n rounds whi h means it is parallelizable. The only problem with
odd-even merge sort is that it is a re ursive algorithm. It is very di ult to ve torize reursive fun tions. Converting a re ursive algorithm to an iterative one is a sensible way to
address this problem. We an perform this onversion in the following manner.
 Generate the omparison sequen e for ea h round beforehand by exe uting the re ursive algorithm.
 Sort iteratively by using the pre-generated omparisons in ea h sequen e in parallel.

We implemented a re ursive odd-even merge sort to generate a omparison sequen e per
stage for input size of 2n (see Appendix A.1). An example of the omparison seuqen e for
a list of four elements is given as follows:
1. Iteration 1: (1,2),(3,4)
2. Iteration 2: (1,3),(2,4)
3. Iteration 3: (2,3)
Observe that the number of sequen es is one less than for the odd-even transposition
sort. This dieren e in reases as the input size in reases. The sequen e and the private
input is fed into the fun tion dened in Algorithm 3.5.7, whi h is almost identi al to Algorithm 3.5.6 with some minor hanges. Sin e the number of omparison sequen es of this
s heme is smaller than the previous s heme, we expe t improved performan e. We test the
performan e of all of the sorting algorithm in hapter four.

Algorithm 3.5.7:

ObliviousSorting(kLk, SEQ)

omment: Ve torized Odd-even merge sorting network
omment: kLk is a 1d array of private values
omment: SEQ is a omparison sequen e generated by odd-even mergesorting network
1. n ← length(kLk)
2. for i ← 1 to len(SEQ)/n
3. for j ← 1 to n
4.
kOk[j] ← kLk[SEQ[i, j]]
5. kCk = (kLk >= kOk)
6. for j ← 1 to n
7.
kCk[SEQ[i, j]] = kCk[j]
8. kLk = kLk · (1 − kCk) + kOk · kCk
return (kLk)

We an use any of these algorithms to perform oblivious sorting. The sorting algorithms
are designed to operate on one dimensional arrays. Two dimensional array sorting an
implemented by some simple modi ations.
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3.5.5

Secure Set Reduction

After oblivious aggregation, we obtain a list, where values in some rows are zero and some
are non zero. The rows with zero values are residues of the aggregation and they must be
removed in a priva y preserving manner. Sin e, we sort the list after aggregation, the rows
with zero values are pushed to the top and the rest of the rows are pla ed at the bottom.
This allows us to se urely eliminate the rows, as we an remove from the top without having
to a ess the values. We dene this pro ess as se ure set redu tion.
However, to implement se ure set interse tion (as given in Algorithm 3.5.2), we need
to implement two more row elimination pro ess, one of whi h is a threshold based set
redu tion. The threshold based set redu tion operation is a tually a variation of the se ure
set redu tion operation dened above. The threshold based elimination operation removes
rows, whose feature ounts are less than or equal to a threshold. Sin e the list is sorted (due
to oblivious sorting in the se ure set union), rows with feature ounts below or equal to the
threshold, are in the top of the list. Therefore, we an eliminate these rows by removing
from top. This is similar to the previous set redu tion pro ess.

Algorithm 3.5.8:

Se ureSetRedu tion(kDk, t)

omment: kDk is a union-set obtained from Algorithm 3.5.1, t = [0, t1 ℄
1. kF k ← kDk[3, ∗]
2. kCk ← (kF k == t)
3. n ← vecSum(kCk)
4. for i ← 1 to n
5. vecRemove(D, 1)
return (kDk)

We an generalize the row elimination pro ess for both of the ases. The generi algorithm is a threshold based set redu tion s heme, where in the rst ase the threshold t,
is set to zero and in the se ond ase, is set to some user dened limit t1 . We present the
generi s heme in Algorithm 3.5.8. Here, the s heme determines the number of rows, with
values equal to or less than t, in step 3. The number is denoted by n. Then, the algorithm
uses a pop fun tion (ve Remove()) to remove n re ords from the top of the list.
The other row elimination pro ess in se ure set interse tion, is a simple index based
elimination. The indexes are generated by the outlier dete tion s heme, whi h indi ates
some IP address in the private list as anomalous. We eliminate the items, that are not
represented in this outlier list. An index based row elimination pro ess is presented in
Algorithm 3.5.9. The algorithm is self explanatory.

Algorithm 3.5.9:

IndexedSetRedu tion(kDk, O)

omment: kDk is a union-set obtained from Algorithm 3.5.1, O is an index list
1. knk ← length(kDk)
2. for i ← 1 to n
3. if (i 6= O)
4.
vecRemove(D, i)
return (kDk)
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Figure 3.3.

3.6

Merging the pie es

Merging the Pieces

A priva y preserving ollaborative anomaly dete tion system an be implemented by merging the subproto ols dened in Se tions 3.3 and 3.5. To demonstrate the merging pro ess,
we use Figure 3.3. We start from the bottom. We form the se ure set union by merging
the oblivious aggregation, oblivious sorting and se ure set redu tion algorithms, dened in
Se tions 3.5.3, 3.5.4 and 3.5.5 respe tively. We an hoose any of the aggregation algorithms
from Algorithms 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 for the oblivious aggregation operation. Similarly, we an
hoose any of the sorting algorithms from Algorithms 3.5.5, 3.5.6 and 3.5.7, for the oblivious
sorting operation. Finally, we have to hoose algorithm 3.5.8 with threshold t, set to zero,
for se ure set redu tion.
The anomaly dete tion me hanism use a part of the aggregated output of the se ure set
union. The outliers revealed by the s heme a ts as an input for the indexed set redu tion
operation (given in Algorithm 3.5.9). The se ure set interse tion is implemented by merging
this indexed set redu tion algorithm with the se ure set union and se ure set redu tion
algorithms. The se ure set redu tion algorithm sets the threshold t, to some user dened
limit t1 .
As there are several s hemes for some of the subproto ols, we have several possible
ombinations for the priva y preserving anomaly dete tion s heme. The ombination varies
in performan e in terms of exe ution time. We have to evaluate the performan e of dierent
ombinations, to nd the best performing s heme.
Our s heme dete ts multi domain IP sweepers. With some simple modi ations, we an
implement the s heme to dete t any kind of signature based multi domain anomalies, i.e.
distributed denial of servi e (DDoS), spamming, multidomain port sweeping et . Observe
the Table 3.2(a). We an extend Table 3.2(a) as Table 3.6, to dete t a wide range of multi
domain atta ks. This table ontains feature ounts for n number of anomalies and m IP
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IP
IP1
IP2
IP3
...
IPm

Feature 1
10
23
30
...
55

Table 3.6.

Input Multiset
Feature 2 . . . . . .
15
... ...
20
... ...
50
... ...
...
... ...
35
... ...

Feature n
40
80
10
...
37

Freq
1
1
1
...
1

Input table for generalized anomaly dete tion system

addresses. The last olumn is reserved for the frequen y ounts and rest of the olumns
ontain some anomaly event feature ount, e.g. features for Neptune atta k1 , Mail Bombing2
and Port Sweeping3 .
To generalize the dete tion s heme, we ompute the set union of Table 3.6, using se ure
set union algorithm (dened in Algorithm 3.5.1) and then implement the anomaly dete tion
s heme (given in Se tion 3.3) to identify the possible atta kers for ea h of the threats
onsidered. We perform se ure set interse tion separately for ea h olumn as list of outliers
and the user dened threshold may be dierent for dierent kind of anomalies.
In the next hapter, we present the performan e evaluation of the algorithms.

3.7

Privacy Level of the Algorithms

In an ideal MPC setting, ea h party learns only the output of the omputation and nothing
else. Even though we wanted to a hieve that level of priva y, some part our s heme given
in Algorithm 3.2.1, failed to rea h that. Following list shows the information leaked by the
dierent parts of our s heme.
 Oblivious aggregation algorithms: These algorithms (Algorithms 3.5.3 and 3.5.4) do
not leak any information unless the MPC framework on whi h the algorithms are
implemented leaks information.
 Oblivious sorting algorithms: These algorithms (Algorithms 3.5.5, 3.5.6 and 3.5.7)
do not leak any information unless the MPC framework on whi h the algorithms are
implemented leaks information.
 Se ure set redu tion algorithms: These algorithms (Algorithms 3.5.8 and 3.5.9) leak
information. Se ure set redu tion algorithm (Algorithms 3.5.8) leaks the number of
the inputs whi h are lower and higher than the threshold value. Indexed set redu tion
algorithm (Algorithms 3.5.9) leaks the number of the outlier and non-outlier points
and of ourse the index of the outlier points, where ea h index represents an outlier
point from a given set.

Therefore, we observe that, when we merge the pie es to design a priva y preserving
anomaly dete tion system, we do not leak mu h information during the aggregation phase
(the rst two steps in se ure set union Algorithm 3.5.1) but we leak information during
the set redu tion phase (the last step in se ure set union Algorithm 3.5.1 and both steps
1 DDoS atta k by SYN ooding. See 'http : //tools.ietf.org/html/rf c4987' for details.
2 DDoS atta k to mail servers by high number of emails. See 'www.cert.org/tech_tips/' for details.
3 S anning to nd open ports in a host. See 'www.linuxjournal.com/article/4234' for details.
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in se ure set interse tion Algorithm 3.5.2). Moreover, as we are implementing the outlier
dete tion s heme in publi , we are dis losing the pa ket ounts as well. So from an exe ution
of the whole s heme, ea h party learns the following information:
 Before exe ution: Ea h parties' own input.
 After se ure set union operation (after step 1): The number of residues (values that
are equal to zero).
 Before outlier dete tion (after step 2): The aggregated pa ket ounts.
 After outlier dete tion (after step 3): The index of the IP addresses that are potential
outliers, the number of outliers and the number of non-outliers.
 After se ure set interse tion operation (after step 4): The number of single and multi
domain atta kers.
 When exe ution ends (after step 5): IP address and other information of the potential
multidomain atta kers.

Having this information, a dishonest party may have a leverage to de lassify the private
input from other parties. However none of the leaked information aid in leaking the IP
addresses of the single domain atta kers and non-atta kers. Morever, as the list is shued
by the sorting operation, it is no possible for an adversary to dis lose lassied values by
orrelation. Therefore, we an say that even if our s heme leaks some information and
fails to a hieve the desired level of priva y but it still prote ts priva y of the inputs to an
a eptable level.

Chapter 4

Performance Evaluation
4.1

Introduction

In the last hapter, we designed s hemes for our priva y preserving anomaly dete tion
system. We evaluate the performan e of these s hemes in this hapter. The algorithms, an
be divided into two lasses.
1. S hemes for network anomaly dete tion.
2. S hemes for priva y preserving aggregation.
We explain the performan e analysis of these s hemes in the following dis ussion.

4.1.1

On Performance Analysis of Anomaly Detection System

We built our anomaly dete tion system using LOCI [31℄, whi h is an outlier dete tion
algorithm. The performan e of LOCI should be evaluated based on its osts and benets.
By benet, we mean how many network anomalies are dete ted orre tly from a given set of
anomalies. By ost, we mean the number of normal hosts it wrongly dete ts as anomalies.
The ost-benet analysis of anomaly dete tion system an be done by the re eiver operating
hara teristi (ROC) urve [17℄.
We have argued in Se tion 3.3 that hanging onguration parameters inuen es the
a ura y of the LOCI s heme. Therefore, we experiment with dierent ongurations of
LOCI on the same set of test ases to evaluate the performan e of ea h one. The evaluation
helps us to hoose the right onguration parameters for LOCI.

4.1.2

On Performance Analysis of Privacy Preserving Algorithms

We implemented several priva y preserving algorithms, as given in following list:
 Se ure Set Union

 Oblivious Aggregation (Algorithm 3.5.3 and 3.5.4)
 Oblivious Sorting (Algorithm 3.5.5, 3.5.6 and 3.5.7)
 Se ure Set Redu tion (Algorithm 3.5.8)
 Se ure Set Interse tion
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We built these algorithms in su h a way, that they an be ported to any se ure multi
party omputation (MPC) framework, provided that the framework satises some requirements (see Se tion 3.4.1 for the list of requirements). MPC proto ols have been known
for being slow in performing data analysis on large datasets. We therefore designed our
algorithms with e ien y in mind. Performan e of MPC based algorithms is inuen ed by
the following lasses of operations [9℄:
1. Lo al Operations: Operations that have one round of lo al omputations, e.g.
addition operation.
2. Multi party operations: Operations that have multiple rounds of lo al omputations with messages ex hanged among the parties between the rounds, e.g. omparison
operations.
Exe ution times of the lo al operations are signi antly lower ompared to that of the
multi party operations. So, if a s heme is built using both kinds of operations, the multi
party operations have signi antly more impa t than the lo al operations on the overall
performan e. The Subproto ols for our priva y preserving algorithms use both kinds of
operations to some extent. For example, the oblivious sorting algorithm uses more multi
party operations than the set redu tion algorithm. Out of the three algorithms used by the
se ure set union proto ol, two of them (oblivious aggregation and sorting algorithm) rely
heavily on the multi party operations. Therefore, the performan e of the se ure set union
proto ol is strongly inuen ed by these algorithms.
On the other hand, the set interse tion proto ol performs the set redu tion operation
over the output of the set union proto ol. The set redu tion algorithm has a few multi
party operations, and hen e exe ute faster ompared to the algorithms used in the se ure
set union proto ol. We believe performan e evaluation of se ure set union gives an idea of
the performan e of se ure set interse tion. So we skipped the performan e evaluation of
se ure set interse tion.

4.2

Outlier Detection by LOCI

In this se tion, we ompare the performan e of dierent ongurations of the LOCI s heme.
We have limited our experiments s ope to IP Sweepers. Before dis ussing the test evaluation, we give a brief ba kground on the test data and performan e analysis tools.

4.2.1

Feature Construction

We applied our anomaly dete tion system to the 1998 and 1999 Darpa intrusion dete tion
evaluation data [29, 28℄. Both of the sets ontain several weeks of simulated training and
testing data to measure the probability of dete tion and false alarm rate of intrusion dete tion systems. The training set ontains normal tra samples, as well as several weeks
of (simulated) network based atta ks. These network based atta ks are various kinds of
s anning (probing) atta ks1 , denial of servi e atta ks2 , user to root atta ks3 and remote to
lo al atta ks4 .
1 Automati ally s an a network of
2 An atta k in whi h the atta ker

omputers to gather information or nd known vulnerabilities
makes some omputing or memory resour e too busy or too full to
handle legitimate requests, or denies legitimate users a ess to a ma hine
3 A lass of exploit in whi h the atta ker starts out with a ess to a normal user a ount on the system
and is able to exploit some vulnerability to gain root a ess to the system
4 An atta k in whi h an atta ker who an send pa kets to a ma hine over a network but does not have
an a ount on that ma hine exploits some vulnerability to gain lo al a ess as a user of that ma hine
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LOCI is an unsupervised ma hine learning s heme for outlier dete tion. So, we avoided
training LOCI using the normal data samples. We applied our system on the labeled training
set, ontaining atta k tra es. As we have limited our dete tion to IPsweeps, we have used
only those samples that ontained tra es of su h atta ks. For our tests, we pi ked ve sets
of IPsweep data.
We have stated the dete tion signature of IPsweep atta k in the Se tion 3.1. We have
written a small python s ript to extra t the features of the atta k from the tra logs
(t pdump les5 ). The feature set generated by the s ript is a series of 2-tuples: {IP address,
Destination Count}. The rst element represents the remote hosts whi h send the ICMP
pa kets, and the se ond element represents the number of destinations probed by the remote
hosts.
We obtained ve feature sets from the ve atta k logs. As the samples are labeled, the
atta kers are known. This helps us to evaluate the probability of dete tion and false alarm
by the anomaly dete tion system. Out of these ve sets, only one set ontains three IP
sweepers and rest of them ontain one sweeper ea h. Having a small number of atta kers
is troublesome for anomaly dete tion system evaluation, so we merged the ve sets. The
merged set onsists of 7 unique IPsweepers and 97 unique normal hosts. We test dierent
ongurations of LOCI on this merged set and evaluate their performan e.

4.2.2

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve

We analyze the performan e of LOCI in terms of true and false positives. We represent
these terms as benet and ost of the anomaly dete tion system. Following denitions are
used to dene these terms.
 Dete ted Atta ker Set: A set of observations whi h are agged as anomalies by an
outlier dete tion s heme.
 A tual Atta ker Set: A set of observations whi h are a tual anomalies.
 A tual Non-atta ker Set: A set of benign observations.

We introdu e some more terms using these sets.
 A tual True Positives: The size of the a tual atta ker set.
 A tual False Positives: The size of the a tual non-atta ker set.
 Cal ulated True Positives: The size of the set interse tion of the dete ted atta ker
set and the a tual atta ker set.
 Cal ulated False Positives: The size of the set interse tion of the dete ted atta ker
set and the a tual non-atta ker set.

Now, the benet of an anomaly dete tion system is dened in terms of true positive
ratio (TPR), whi h is a ratio between the al ulated and the a tual true positives. The ost
is dened in terms of false positives ratio (FPR), whi h is a ratio between the al ulated
and the a tual false positives.
We an evaluate the performan e of the LOCI based anomaly dete tion system in terms
of benet and ost using a ROC urve. A ROC urve is a two dimensional urve, where the
5 http://www.t

pdump.org/
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X axis represents FPR and Y axis represents TPR. Thus, it depi ts the trade-o between
ost and benet. The spa e en losed by the X and Y axis, is alled a ROC spa e. A pair
(FPR, TPR) represents a point in the ROC spa e. For multiple exe utions of the system,
we have a set of value-pair represented as a set of points in the ROC spa e.
A diagonal line is drawn from the bottom left orner to the top right orner. This
line is dened as the line of no dis rimination. Points above the line are onsidered good
and points below the lines are onsidered bad. An anomaly dete tion system is onsidered
good if most of the points fall above the line. Similarly, the system is onsidered bad if a
signi ant amount of points fall below the line.

4.3

Evaluation of LOCI

In Se tion 3.3, we have simplied the LOCI s heme to the formula given in Equation
3.4. The equation used λ = 3, a ording to [31℄. We have argued that this equation
is ae ted by the masking ee t and we have suggested using a smaller value for λ to
minimize the problem. We have also suggested using an alternate form of the formula, as
given in Equation 3.5, using λ = 5.2.
In this se tion, we evaluate the performan e of the LOCI s heme for both formulas, for
dierent value of λ, to nd out the best parameter onguration for LOCI. Following list
shows these ases:
 Conguration 1: LOCI s heme using the mean fun tion, the standard deviation fun tion (Eq. 3.4) and λ = 3.
 Conguration 2: LOCI s heme using the mean fun tion, the standard deviation fun tion (Eq. 3.4) and λ = 2.
 Conguration 3: LOCI s heme using the median fun tion, the median absolute deviation fun tion (Eq. 3.5) and λ = 5.2.

There are other parameters to onsider: the value of k that determines the k-neighborhood
and the fra tion α that determines the lo al neighborhood. The parameters are explained
in Se tion 3.3. The best hoi e of k for k th nearest neighborhood s hemes (kNN) is data
dependent, but the general onsensus is that larger values of k redu e the ee t of noise on
the lassi ation. On the other hand, a high value for k makes boundaries between lasses
less distin t. We pi ked ve random, high odd values for k: 69, 75, 79, 85 and 89. We
exe ute the three ongurations of LOCI s heme, using α = 0.125, for all ve values of k .
We have written a python s ript that implements the LOCI s heme for the ongurations
mentioned above (see Appendix B). The s ript is designed to dete t IPsweeping hosts from
a given sample of features. The method of feature extra tion is des ribed in Se tion 4.2.1.
The s ript generates the following outputs for the values of k , dened above, for all three
ongurations:
1. Dete ted outliers
2. FPR
3. TPR
The rst output is a list of IP addresses marked as outliers. This list may ontain false
positives. The se ond and third outputs are al ulated based on the denitions given in
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k
69
75
79
85
89
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Conguration 1
TPR(%) FPR(%)
57.1
3.1
71.4
8.3
71.4
11.3
71.4
15.5
85.7
17.5

Table 4.1.

Conguration 2
TPR(%) FPR(%)
71.4
7.2
71.4
12.4
85.7
11.3
85.7
14.4
100.0
18.6

Conguration 3
TPR(%) FPR(%)
85.7
13.4
100.0
16.5
100.0
17.5
100.0
19.6
100.0
22.7

Performan e of the LOCI s heme for dierent ongurations and k values

100
Line of no discrimination
Configuration 1
Configuration 2
Configuration 3
80

TPR

60

40

20

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

FPR
Figure 4.1.

ROC urve for dierent onguration of the LOCI s heme, for dierent k values

Se tion 4.2.2, using the dete ted outlier list. The results are presented in Table 4.1. We
observe that the, TPR and FPR in rease with the in rement of k for all three onguration,
with some minor ex eptions. Conguration 1 a hieves lower su ess rate with the benet of
lower amount of false positives. On the other hand, onguration 3 a hieves higher su ess
rate with the ost of high number of false positives. The performan e of onguration 2,
falls between ongurations 1 and 2. Conguration 3 a hieved 100 per ent su ess in most
of the ases, whereas, onguration 2 a hieved that only on e. Conguration 1 failed to
a hieve 100 per ent su ess rate.
The values are plotted on a ROC urve, given in Figure 4.1. All of the points in the ROC
spa e lie above the line of no dis rimination. Most of the points generated by onguration
3 are pla ed in the absolute top position of the spa e, whi h is a very desirable out ome for
an anomaly dete tion system. Based on the analysis of Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, we an be
say that for anomaly dete tion, onguration 3 is the best hoi e.
Now, we analyze the dete ted outliers. For this parti ular test, we have hosen onguration 3, with k set to 45. The test out ome is given in Figure 4.2. We reate an imaginary
line alled line of outlierness. Points above the line are the dete ted outliers and those below
the line are the hosts dete ted as benign. The s heme dete ted eleven points as outliers.
But the total number of a tual IPsweepers are seven. The list of the outliers revealed,
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Figure 4.2.

Outliers dete ted by the LOCI s heme for onguration 3, k = 45

that all seven of the IPsweepers were dete ted su essfully, whi h means the rest are false
positives. A tually, the four points, that are very lose to the line of outlierness, are the
false positives. It is possible to eliminate these false positives by tweaking the onguration
parameters, but at the risk of lower su ess rate.

4.4

Evaluation of the Privacy Preserving Algorithms

We designed our priva y preserving algorithms with a strong fo us towards minimizing
the pro essing delay. In this se tion, we test the performan e of the priva y preserving
algorithms in terms of exe ution time.

4.4.1

Test Setup

We designed several generi priva y preserving algorithms that an be exe uted using any
MPC proto ol, that supports several requirements, des ribed in se tion 3.4.1. Sharemind is
a MPC platform that supports all of the requirements. Although we are supposed to evaluate the performan e of the s hemes in a networked environment of three omputing nodes,
we skip that for initial testing. We run ea h of our algorithms in a setting where all three
omputing parties are emulated in a lo al ma hine. In this setting, the omputing parties
are emulated by a separate pro ess in a single omputer, and MPC proto ol is implemented
by message ex hange between the pro esses. This approa h has two drawba ks.
 It violates the priva y requirement.
 Pro essing time evaluation be omes awed.

Sin e, priva y of the algorithms strongly depends on the se urity of the MPC platform,
we assume that in an a tual implementation, the priva y is preserved by the MPC platform
used, so we an ignore the rst drawba k at the moment. For the se ond problem, only
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testing in a networked environment gives a urate statisti s to evaluate the performan e of
the s hemes, but due to la k of time, we had to resort to more simplied testing. Nevertheless, we believe the tests performed give su ient indi ation of the relative performan e
of the algorithms.
For the implementation, we used a Dell Vostro 1320 model notebook, with a 2.66 GHz
Core 2 Duo CPU and a 4 GB RAM. Sharemind runs in several operating systems but
we have hosen to run it on Ubuntu 9.10. We have ongured6 the lo alized version of
Sharemind with the 'Se reC' [21℄ ompiler, where all three omputing parties are emulated
on a single ma hine.
We have written our priva y preserving algorithms in Se reC. We have also written
a ontroller program, using the Sharemind ontroller library that stores private values in
the se ure storage of the omputing parties in the additive se ret shared format. We have
written another ontroller program that exe utes the Se reC odes and returns exe ution
result. Any party, who wants to obtain the output of the priva y preserving algorithms,
have to use this program. This prevents the modi ation of priva y preserving algorithms
by the dishonest parties.
The algorithms are data independent. Therefore, it is not ne essary to exe ute the
algorithms with real data for the purpose of performan e evaluation. Therefore, we use
fabri ated data for our tests. The fabri ated data is a list of two tuple: { ID, CNT}.
Both of the elements are some randomly generated integers from a given range. The rst
element represents an IP address and the se ond element represents a feature ount of that
IP address.

4.4.2

Performance Evaluations

We have argued in Se tion 4.1.2, why we test only some of the algorithms. We exe ute the
following tests:
1. Testing performan e of the dierent s hemes for oblivious aggregation (Algorithms
3.5.3 and 3.5.4).
2. Testing performan e of the dierent s hemes for oblivious sorting (Algorithms 3.5.5,
3.5.6, 3.5.7).
3. Testing performan e of the following assembly ongurations for the se ure set union
proto ol:
a) Ve torized oblivious aggregation algorithm (Algorithm 3.5.4), ve torized oddeven merge sorting networks (Algorithm 3.5.7) and se ure set redu tion algorithm
(Algorithm 3.5.8).
b) Ve torized oblivious aggregation algorithm (Algorithm 3.5.4), ve torized oddeven transposition sorting network (Algorithm 3.5.6) and se ure set redu tion
algorithm (Algorithm 3.5.8).
For the rst test, we exe uted the Se reC ode of both versions of the oblivious aggregation algorithms given in Algorithm 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 (see Appendix C.1 and C.2). The latter
algorithm is the ve torization of the former one. For performan e analysis, we measured the
pro essing time of ea h exe ution. The time is al ulated by taking the dieren e between
the time when the exe ution starts and the time when the exe ution ends. Table 4.2 shows
the pro essing time for dierent sized input for ea h algorithm given in minutes.
6A

onguration tutorial is given in http://resear h. yber.ee/sharemind/do s/sharemind-1.9/
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Input
size
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048

Exe ution Time (minutes)
Oblivious Aggregation Ve torized Oblivious Aggregation
(Algorithm 3.5.3)
(Algorithm 3.5.4)
12.2
0.2
39.6
0.4
142.3
1.2
321.8
3.4
12.4
39.4
85.2
Table 4.2.

Performan e of oblivious aggregation algorithms
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Performan e of oblivious aggregation algorithms

From Table 4.2, we observe that unve torized oblivious aggregation is extremely slow,
while the ve torized version is signi antly faster. We did not exe ute the unve torized
aggregation for input size larger than 256 be ause of its high pro essing time. We plot
these values in Figure 4.3. We observe that the exe ution times for the ve torized algorithm
s ales mu h better with the input size. Therefore, it is lear that the ve torized algorithm
should be hosen for oblivious aggregation.
For the se ond test, we exe uted the Se reC ode of all three versions of the oblivious
sorting Algorithms 3.5.5, 3.5.6 and 3.5.7 (see Appendix C.3, C.4 and C.5). The rst algorithm is a bubble sorting network, the se ond is a ve torized odd-even transposition sorting
network and the last one is a ve torized odd-even merge sorting network. Like the performan e analysis of the oblivious aggregation, we al ulated the pro essing time for dierent
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Input
size
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048

Bubble
Sorting Network
(Algorithm 3.5.5)
14.5
42.5
157.2
341.1
Table 4.3.
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Exe ution Time (minutes)
Ve torized
Ve torized
Odd-even Transposition Ve torized Odd-even Merge
Sorting Network
Sorting Network
(Algorithm 3.5.6)
(Algorithm 3.5.7)
0.2
0.1
0.5
0.2
1.3
0.5
3.7
1.2
13.1
4.6
41.5
18.9
91.2
37.3
Performan e of oblivious sorting algorithms
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Figure 4.4.
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Performan e of oblivious sorting algorithms

sizes of inputs. Table 4.3 presents these times in minutes.
We observe that, like the unve torized aggregation algorithm, the unve torized oblivious
sorting network (Bubble sorting network) is signi antly slower than the ve torized ones.
Due to its high pro essing time, we did not exe ute the oblivious bubble sorting network for
size of input data larger than 256 units. Between the two ve torized algorithms, odd-even
merge sort (whi h has relatively lower omplexity) gives better performan e. To analyze
this learly, we plotted the values in Figure 4.4.
Again, we observe more favorable s aling properties for the ve torized algorithms. Of
the two, we observe that odd-even merge sort performs noti ably better.
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Input size
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
Table 4.4.

Exe ution Time (minutes)
Conguration 1 Conguration 2
0.27
0.48
0.68
1.08
1.55
3.08
5.67
9.83
21.62
35.98
70.37
132.00
230.2
347.57

Performan e of the se ure set union algorithm

For the third test, we exe uted the se ure set union proto ol, using both of the assembly
ongurations mentioned in Se tion 4.3.2. An implementation of the building blo ks for
both of these ongurations is given in Appendix C. We dene these assembly ongurations
as 'Conguration 1' and 'Conguration 2'. We measured the pro essing time for these
ongurations for dierent sizes of input and present them in Table 4.4. The times are
given in minutes.
The ongurations used the same aggregation and set redu tion algorithms (Algorithms
3.5.4 and 3.5.8), but dierent versions of the oblivious sorting algorithms (Algorithms 3.5.6
and 3.5.7). Conguration 1 uses ve torized oblivious odd-even merge sort, whereas onguration 2 uses ve torized oblivious odd-even transposition sort. We have already shown in
Se tion 4.3.4 that the former algorithm gives better performan e, ompared to the latter.
So, it an be easily predi ted that onguration 1 gives better performan e. As seen in Table
4.4, the onguration 1 attains lower pro essing delay than onguration 2, as predi ted.
This is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Chapter 5

Discussions
In this thesis, we have designed and implemented a novel method to ompute priva y preserving set union and interse tion using se ure multiparty omputation (MPC). We have
designed several subproto ols to implement these set operations. We used these solutions
in onjun tion with an outlier dete tion system to design a priva y preserving ollaborative anomaly dete tion system. We implemented the priva y preserving algorithms in the
Sharemind framework [9℄ and the anomaly dete tion system using the LOCI s heme [31℄.
Our main a hievement in this proje t, is a novel approa h to implement priva y preserving sorting operations in se ure multiparty omputation based frameworks. We have
designed a novel oblivious swapping te hnique that allows us to implement the sorting operations without omprimising the priva y of the inputs. We have also designed ve torized
versions of oblivious swapping, that improve the performan e of the sorting operations. We
have also designed a novel ve torized oblivious algorithm for priva y preserving aggregation.
These two subproto ols (oblivious aggregation, oblivious sorting) played an integral role
in designing the priva y preserving set union and interse tion operations. In our experiments, we showed that it is possible to ompose a fast priva y preserving set union proto ol
using the ve torized version of these algorithms. Finally, we have presented an alternate
approa h to formulate the LOCI s heme, using more robust statisti s. We showed in our
experiments that the modied LOCI s heme utilizing the median based statisti s dete ted
the network anomalies more su essfully than the LOCI s heme utilizing the mean based
statisti s.
We have several limitations as well. The main obje tive of our proje t was to design
a highly se ure solution, that allows the parties to learn only the out ome and nothing
else. But we failed to a hieve that level of se urity, as our priva y preserving anomaly
dete tion system leaks some information. Most of this information is leaked in exe uting
the outlier dete tion system (LOCI) in a publi environment. We an potentially eliminate
this problem by implementing the LOCI s heme in a priva y preserving manner. As we
stated earlier, implementing the LOCI s heme in MPC frameworks (e.g. Sharemind) an
be very ompli ated and an signi antly deteriorate the performan e of the system.
Another limitation of our system is that our aggregation algorithms uses n2 omparisons. We an redu e the number of omparisons to n log2 n by modifying the odd-even
merge sorting network to generate the omparison sequen e. See Appendix A.2 for su h
an implementation. Due to la k of time, we ould not implement the optimized priva y
preserving aggregation algorithm. We leave this implementation for future work.
We tested our anomaly dete tion system in an isolated setting as we ould not obtain
multidomain atta k tra es. Finally, we tested our priva y preserving algorithms in an
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lo alized setting by emulating the omputing parties on a single omputer. Sin e, there
is no real network delay involved, the performan e given by the algorithms at best an
indi ation of their relative performan e. We leave testing in a real networked environment
for future work.
Although we tested our priva y preserving s hemes are tested in fabri ated data, but
they give similar performan e for real data set. The fabri ated data that we used for
testing are all 32 bit integers. In ase of real data, the pa ket and the frequen y ounts are
represented by 32 bit integers, and IP addresses an be easily onverted to 32 bit integers.
Sin e all of the values in real data an be represented by 32 bit integers, our s heme give
the same performan e.
We showed in our performan e evaluation that the fastest version of our priva y preserving algorithm gives omputation result for 1024 and 2048 units of input within an a eptable
time. However, it is lear from the test results that our algorithm produ es very slow output
for higher number of inputs. Therefore, we an say that our urrent implementation of the
priva y preserving algorithms are not pra ti al in pro essing input set of large number of
values e.g. 10000 items.
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Appendix A

Comparison Sequence Generators
A.1

Python script for odd-even merge sort sequence generator

import sys
import math
def mergesort(idxs, depth):
logsize = int(math.log(len(idxs)) / math.log(2))
assert 2**logsize == len(idxs)
if depth > logsize and len(idxs) > 2:
return mergesort(idxs[:len(idxs)/2℄, depth - logsize) +
mergesort(idxs[len(idxs)/2:℄, depth - logsize)
else:
return oddevenmerge(idxs, depth)
def oddevenmerge(idxs, depth):
if len(idxs) <= 1:
return [℄
if depth == 1:
if len(idxs) == 2:
return [(idxs[0℄, idxs[1℄)℄
return [ (idxs[i℄, idxs[i+1℄) for i in xrange(1, len(idxs) - 2, 2)℄
else:
return oddevenmerge(idxs[::2℄, depth - 1) +
oddevenmerge(idxs[1::2℄, depth - 1)
def main():
tosort = range(2**int(sys.argv[1℄))
maxdepth = 1
while mergesort(tosort, maxdepth):
maxdepth += 1
maxdepth -= 1
for i in xrange(maxdepth, 0, -1):
print mergesort(tosort, i)
if __name__ == '__main__':
main()
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Python script for modified odd-even merge sorting network
sequence generator

import sys
import math
def oddevenmerge(idxs, depth):
if len(idxs) <= 1:
return [℄
if depth <= 2:
return [ (idxs[i℄, idxs[i+1℄) for i in xrange(depth - 1, len(idxs) - 1, 2)℄
else:
return oddevenmerge(idxs[::2℄, depth - 2) +
oddevenmerge(idxs[1::2℄, depth - 2)
def main():
tosort = range(2**int(sys.argv[1℄))
maxdepth = 1
while oddevenmerge(tosort, maxdepth):
maxdepth += 1
maxdepth -= 1
for i in xrange(maxdepth, 0, -1):
print oddevenmerge(tosort, i)
if __name__ == '__main__':
main()

Appendix B

Python Script for LOCI scheme
from numpy import *
def outmean(n,np,l):
lh = abs(np-mean(n))
rh = l*std(n)
s = 0
if lh>rh: s = 1
return s
def mad(n):
m = zeros(len(n))
m[0:len(n)℄ = median(n)
m = abs(m - n)
return median(m)
def outmedian(n,np,l):
lh = abs(np-median(n))
rh = l*mad(n)
s = 0
if lh>rh: s = 1
return s
def distan e(v):
d = zeros((len(v),len(v)),dtype=int)
for i in range(len(v)):
d[i℄[0:len(v)℄ = abs(v[i℄-v)
return d
def flag_out(d,ind,k,a):
n = [℄
temp = sort(d[ind℄)
kd = temp[k-1℄
kad = kd*a
np = float(len(array([where(d[ind℄<=kad)℄).ravel()))
knn = array(where(d[ind℄<=kd)).ravel()
for i in range(len(knn)):
n.append(len(array(where(d[knn[i℄℄<=kad)).ravel()))
n = array(n)
lmean1=sqrt(2*log10(len(temp)))
lmean2 = 3
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lmedian = 5.2
s1=outmean(n,np,lmean1)
s2=outmedian(n,np,lmedian)
return s1,s2
f = open("data.txt","r")
ip=[℄
origval=[℄
for line in f:
line = line.strip()
line = line.split(",")
ip.append(line[0℄)
origval.append(float(line[1℄))
val = sort(array(origval))
N = len(val)
O = 7
a=0.25
d=distan e(val)
s_mean = zeros(N)
s_median = zeros(N)
k = int( eil(N*0.85))
outval = [℄
for k in range(27):
for i in range(N):
s_mean[i℄,s_median[i℄ = flag_out(d,i,k,a)
if(s_median[i℄==1):
outval.append(val[i℄)
outval = unique(outval)
outliers=[℄
for i in range(len(outval)):
ind=array(where(origval==outval[i℄)).ravel()
for i in range(len(ind)):
outliers.append(ip[ind[i℄℄)
for i in outliers:
mean_fpr = sum(s_mean[0:N-(O+1)℄)/(N-O)*100
mean_tpr = sum(s_mean[N-O:N℄)/O*100
median_fpr = sum(s_median[0:N-(O+1)℄)/(N-O)*100
median_tpr = sum(s_median[N-O:N℄)/O*100
print "K: ",k," MEAN TPR: ",mean_tpr,", MEAN FPR:",mean_fpr
print "K: ",k," MED TPR: ",median_tpr,", MED FPR: ",median_fpr

Appendix C

Privacy Preserving Algorithms
C.1

SecreC code for ’oblivious aggregation algorithm’

private int[℄[℄ aggregate (private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int IP1; private int IP2;
private int nt1; private int nt2;
private int f1; private int f2;
private bool omp; private int ; private int inv ;
publi int i;
publi int j;
publi int pub;
for(j=0;j<len;j=j+1){
for(i=0;i<len-1;i=i+1){
IP1 = d[0℄[i℄;
IP2 = d[0℄[i+1℄;
nt1 = d[1℄[i℄;
nt2 = d[1℄[i+1℄;
f1 = d[2℄[i℄;
f2 = d[2℄[i+1℄;
omp = (IP1==IP2);
= boolToInt( omp);
inv = 1 - ;
d[1℄[i℄ = ( nt1+ nt2)* + nt1*inv ;
d[1℄[i+1℄ = ( nt2- nt2)* + nt2*inv ;
d[2℄[i℄ = (f1+f2)* + f1*inv ;
d[2℄[i+1℄ =(f2-f2)* + f2*(1- );
}
}
return d;
}

C.2

SecreC code for ’vectorized oblivious aggregation algorithm’

// Shaping the aggregation by eliminating dupli ate entries reated in aggregate fun tion
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private int[℄ shaping (private int[℄ d, private int[℄ , publi int ind){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d);
private int[len℄ tmp;
tmp = d* ;
d[ind℄ = ve Sum(tmp);
tmp[ind℄ = 0;
d = d - tmp;
return d;
}

// Aggregate the ounts and frequen ies whose IPs are equal
private int[℄[℄ aggregate (private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int[len℄ d0; d0 = d[0℄[*℄; private int[len℄ d1; d1 = d[1℄[*℄;private int[len℄ d2; d
private int[len℄ seed; private bool[len℄ omp; private int[len℄ ; publi int i;
for(i=0;i<len;i=i+1) {
seed=d0[i℄;
omp = (d0==seed);
= boolToInt( omp);
d1 = shaping(d1, , i);
d2 = shaping(d2, , i);
}
d[1℄[*℄ = d1;
d[2℄[*℄ = d2;
return d;
}

C.3

SecreC code for ’oblivious bubble sorting network’

private int[℄[℄ sorting (private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int IP1; private int IP2;
private int nt1; private int nt2;
private int f1; private int f2;
private bool omp; private int ; private int inv ;
publi int i; publi int j;
for(i=len-1;i>=1;i=i-1) {
for(j=0;j<i;j=j+1) {
IP1 = d[0℄[j℄; IP2 = d[0℄[j+1℄;
nt1 = d[1℄[j℄; nt2 = d[1℄[j+1℄;
f1 = d[2℄[j℄; f2 = d[2℄[j+1℄;
omp = (f1>=f2);
= boolToInt( omp);
inv = 1 - ;
d[0℄[j℄ = IP2* + IP1*inv ;
d[0℄[j+1℄ = IP1* + IP2*inv ;
d[1℄[j℄ = nt2* + nt1*inv ;

C.4. SECREC CODE FOR 'VECTORIZED OBLIVIOUS ODD-EVEN TRANSPOSITION
SORTING NETWORK'

}
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d[1℄[j+1℄ = nt1* + nt2*inv ;
d[2℄[j℄ = f2* + f1*inv ;
d[2℄[j+1℄ = f1* + f2*inv ;
}

return d;
}private int[℄[℄ sorting (private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int IP1; private int IP2;
private int nt1; private int nt2;
private int f1; private int f2;
private bool omp; private int ; private int inv ;
publi int i; publi int j;
for(i=len-1;i>=1;i=i-1) {
for(j=0;j<i;j=j+1) {
IP1 = d[0℄[j℄; IP2 = d[0℄[j+1℄;
nt1 = d[1℄[j℄; nt2 = d[1℄[j+1℄;
f1 = d[2℄[j℄; f2 = d[2℄[j+1℄;
omp = (f1>=f2);
= boolToInt( omp);
inv = 1 - ;
d[0℄[j℄ = IP2* + IP1*inv ;
d[0℄[j+1℄ = IP1* + IP2*inv ;
d[1℄[j℄ = nt2* + nt1*inv ;
d[1℄[j+1℄ = nt1* + nt2*inv ;
d[2℄[j℄ = f2* + f1*inv ;
d[2℄[j+1℄ = f1* + f2*inv ;
}
}
return d;
}

C.4

SecreC code for ’vectorized oblivious odd-even transposition
sorting network’

//One sorting round a ording to the frequen y
private int[℄[℄ sort_round(private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int[len℄ IP; IP = d[0℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ nt; nt = d[1℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ freq; freq = d[2℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ otherIP; private int[len℄ other nt; private int[len℄ otherfreq;
private bool[len℄ omp; private int[len℄ ;
private int[len℄ temp; temp = 1; publi int i;
for(i=0;i<len;i=i+2){
otherIP[i℄ = IP[i+1℄; otherIP[i+1℄ = IP[i℄;
other nt[i℄ = nt[i+1℄; other nt[i+1℄ = nt[i℄;
otherfreq[i℄ = freq[i+1℄; otherfreq[i+1℄ = freq[i℄;
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}

}

omp = (freq>=otherfreq);
for(i=0;i<len;i=i+2){
omp[i+1℄ = omp[i℄;
}
= boolToInt( omp);
IP = (temp- )*IP+ *otherIP;
nt = (temp- )* nt+ *other nt;
freq = (temp- )*freq+ *otherfreq;
d[0℄[*℄ = IP; d[1℄[*℄ = nt; d[2℄[*℄ = freq;
return d;

//sorting a ve tor
private int[℄[℄ sorting (private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
publi int i; publi int j; publi int k; k = len-2;
private int[3℄[len-2℄ d_next; d_next = 0;
for(i=0;i<len/3;i=i+1){
d = sort_round(d);
for(j=0;j<k;j=j+1){
d_next[0℄[j℄ = d[0℄[j+1℄; d_next[1℄[j℄ = d[1℄[j+1℄; d_next[2℄[j℄ = d[2℄[j+1℄;
}
d_next = sort_round(d_next);
for(j=0;j<k;j=j+1){
d[0℄[j+1℄ = d_next[0℄[j℄; d[1℄[j+1℄ = d_next[1℄[j℄;d[2℄[j+1℄ = d_next[2℄[j℄;
}
}
return d;
}

C.5

SecreC code for ’vectorized oblivious odd-even merge sorting
network’

Comments: This is a python based ode generator that generates the Se reC ode for
oblivious sorting, based on the omparison sequen e generated by the odd-even merge sorting network sequen e geneator (Appendix A.1).
from numpy import *
import sys
f = open("newfile",'r')
rounds=0
num = pow(2,int(sys.argv[1℄))
for s in f: rounds = rounds+1
f. lose()
sn = zeros((rounds, num),'i')
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for i in range(rounds):
for j in range(num):
sn[i℄[j℄ = 32768
f = open("newfile",'r')
i=0
for s in f:
s = s.strip()
s = s.strip('[')
s = s.strip('℄')
s = s.repla e('(','')
s = s.repla e(')','')
s = s.strip(' ')
s = s.split(',')
n = len(s)
for j in range(0,n,2):
sn[i℄[int(s[j℄)℄=int(s[j+1℄)
sn[i℄[int(s[j+1℄)℄=int(s[j℄)
i = i+1
# start sharemind onversion
print "void main(){"
print "publi int num;"
print "num = "+str(rounds)+";"
print "dbLoad(\"IPTables\");"
print "publi int rows;"
print "rows = dbRowCount(\"IPTables\");"
print "private int[rows℄ IP;"
print "IP= dbGetColumn (\"IP\", \"IPTables\");"
print "private int[rows℄ nt;"
print " nt= dbGetColumn (\"CNT\", \"IPTables\");"
print "private int[rows℄ freq;"
print "freq= dbGetColumn (\"FREQ\", \"IPTables\");"
print "private bool[rows℄ omp;"
print "private int[rows℄ ;"
print "private int[rows℄ temp;"
print "temp = 1;"
print "private int[rows℄ otherIP;"
print "private int[rows℄ otherCnt;"
print "private int[rows℄ otherFreq;"
print "private int[rows℄ tmpCnt;"
print "private int[rows℄ tmpFreq;"
print "private int[rows℄ seed;"
print "private int[rows℄ th;"
print "private int z;"
print "th = 0;"
print "publi int i;"
print "publi int k;"
print "publi int[num℄[rows℄ sn;"
print "publi int[rows℄ pub;"
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print "publi int tmp;"
for i in range(i):
for j in range(num):
print 'sn['+str(i)+'℄['+str(j)+'℄='+str(sn[i℄[j℄)+';'
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

"for(k=0;k<num;k=k+1){"
"for(i=0;i<rows;i=i+1){"
"tmp = sn[k℄[i℄;"
"if(tmp!=32768){"
"otherIP[i℄ = IP[tmp℄;"
"otherFreq[i℄ = freq[tmp℄;"
"}"
"else{"
"otherIP[i℄ = IP[i℄;"
"otherCnt[i℄ = nt[i℄;"
"otherFreq[i℄ = freq[i℄;"
"}"
"}"
" omp = (freq>=otherFreq);"
"for(i=0;i<rows;i=i+1){"
"tmp = sn[k℄[i℄;"
"if(tmp!=32768){"
" omp[tmp℄ = omp[i℄;"
"}"
"}"
" = boolToInt( omp);"
"IP = *IP+(temp- )*otherIP;"
"freq = *freq+(temp- )*otherCnt;"
"freq = *freq+(temp- )*otherFreq;"
"}"
"pub = de lassify( nt);"
"publish(\"Result\",pub);"
"}"

C.6

Secure Set Reduction Operation

//redu e the ve tor if frequen y is zero (important for set union and interse tion)
private int[℄[℄ redu e(private int[℄[℄ d){
publi int len; len = ve Length(d); len = len/3;
private int[len℄ IP; IP = d[0℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ nt; nt = d[1℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ f; f = d[2℄[*℄;
private int[len℄ zeros; zeros = 0;
private bool[len℄ ompzero;
private int s; publi int z; publi int i; publi int ind; publi int[len℄ pub;
ompzero = (f==zeros); s = ve Sum( ompzero); z = de lassify(s);
for (i=0;i<z;i=i+1) {
ve Remove(IP,0);
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ve Remove( nt,0);
ve Remove(f,0);

}

}
publi int rows; rows = len - z;
private int[3℄[rows℄ e;
e[0℄[*℄ = IP;
e[1℄[*℄ = nt;
e[2℄[*℄ = f;
return e;
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